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days’ “tramp? over,

we return

invigorated, strengthened, ‘braced in brain
and sinew,” ready for another spell of hard
work.
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to poison the religious teaching and strangle

And brood above the winter snow,
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“Will mix ‘with autumn’s fading glow,
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Pooh twice or thrice on Sado. to lecture
‘and
expound during the week, to make pa|

rochial calls in sun or storm, to-visit the poor,
nd always int every. sermon to be fregh

| service that may be asked.

:

1

In the work that “needs to be done to
make war stand out as a piece of barbarism

and

ublic

Of course the

——

Joseph Donisthorpe and five others in forming a churoki at Barton. It wasa remark-

be

Lie all night long upon my branch, O dew,

able society.

And by'thy sweet distilling,

bers,

My barren stock up-filling,

five

It consisted

of them

of seven miem-

were preachers, one of

| them
was an ‘‘eldress,” ahd doubt
no
the

Burst out in soft spring foliage, fresh and new.

other was a deacon.

Rest all night
night long 1upon my heart, O love,~

“| es that

God’s love which is forever,
Whereby each frail endeavor

will

which

move

These are the church-

the world,—churches in

every member is an efficient worker

Of man is sanctified for heaven above.

for God.

The end draws near;—light up my soul, 0 faith,
Sure of the morning’s breaking,
Sure of a biget awaking,
Beyond
the dim,
blind porticos
of death.

preached ; everywhere

where

find

on one of the hills

-@ Faithi © Lovet O Dews of sscred birth;
“Ye are of God's free giving,
Man's human life out-living,
Yet solacing his darkest hours on earth.”

indeed.

audience,

even

years,

that

is,

when the New

Connection of General Baptists was formed,
they numbered six churches, nine hundred
and fifty members, ten ordained pastors,

DErsY, ENGLAND, March 81, 1871.
who takes a holiday now must be

He

an

they could

of Charnwood fersst, with a rock or a hollow tree for a pulpit, they set forth Christ
and his gospel as the way of salvation for
the souls of men. God blessed them. In
twenty-five

English Correspondence.

hard-pressed

The seven brethren met, prayed,

What can a tourist

hope for in .this windy, dusty, self-willed,

ever-changing, untamable month of March?
It was our lot a fortnight ago to be hard-

seven ruling eldefs, twenty-four deacons,
and they extended their influence over four

of the midland counties.

“So mighty grew

the word of God and prevailed.”

Barton

is thus the well-head whence all our church-4

es of this distriot have their origin. Like a
spring on the hill-side, it is apparently unpressed, and to have to accept the-choice be- - conscious of its high honor and, usefulness,
tween lingering moodily at home unable to There are less than fifty housesin the vilwork; or seeking out of doors new force of lage, and only about 300 inhabitants, and a
.

nerve and brain by exercise and fresh air.’

visitor from a large town would find it, ex-

The knspsack furnished, the materials
for
a letter to the Star stowed away, our trip

cept on the Sabbath

by

est and

rail done,

along

we

were

soon marching

with an echo of “Glory, glory, halle-

Iujah” somehow ringing in the ear.

Our

way lay across Charnwood forest in Leicestershire,

Forest

indeed

forest it is now no more.

and waste

it once

was, but

There are hills

places; there are rocks

and

_rough roads; there are ‘bushes of éver-gold.en gorse, "and acres of bracken here and

there, and plantations of fir and pine that
prown the round hights or fringe like an eye-

meeting-house is thronged, one of the quiet-

has not been

for years. Yet William the

Conqueror who, as Saxon chronicles say,
‘loved the tall deeras if he were their fa-

ther,” came to hunt in the thickets of Charnwood, and in more recént times one cou
walk from Beaumanor to Ashby and never
see the sky. Those days are gone; the
deer are shut up in Bradgate Park, and the

hills, cleared of their timber, are cultivated

almost to their very summits; the yellow
grain displaces the gnarled oak; and health,
not deer, we hunt about these: breezy hights

and lonely lanes.
Several times in our holiday our route
lies across this forest of Charnwood. Once
we

cross it on the north-west, touching the

colliery district, and onco we cross it on
the ' south-east, taking’ in Bradgate Park
where Lady Jane Grey loved to read Plato

most

world.

fo:

spots in all the
‘

;

The need for the existence of such a soci-

such a being had any manhood to sell, and

ry, and president of charitable societies: He

are morally certain that he never had seventy-five thousand dollars’ worth. By] the
expulsion of a Democratic member the Assembly was left a tie, and the Republicans,

to defeat certain infamous bills proposed by
the other party, pledged themselves ‘In
writing to vote unitedly against them.

life for my sake shall find it 2”
win the young to peace, and their character
The author of Ecce Homo believes that
|
RE
is molded almost entirely by female hands. “baptism is an indispensable duty to any one
As mothers and teachers they are the chief who claims to be a disciple of Jesus. He
Satan’ 8 Agents.
_| misinterprets, no doubt, a part
of our Sav| educators of mankind.
But alas! look at the usual training of iour’s language to Nicodemus, but his words
Under the above appropriate title the folthe young, even under pious mothes. ‘are worthy of serious consideration.. He lowing brief and pointed article has been goWhat are the first toys of children? - Toys says:
ing the rounds of our exchanges.
It.s well
of war. What pictures do they -most freworth
preserving,
and
we
give
it
a
place in
This ceremony Christ adopted, and he
quently see and admire? Pictures of war
our
columns:
made it absolutely binding on all his foland warriors.
What songs do they often
It seems as though Satan were aware that
lowers to submit to it. In the fourth Goshear, especially when people are mad with
epel there is a story which illustrates in the his deputy, King Alcohol, was about to
excitement and blind with rage? Songs of
posed
from
his
throne
on
this
contige
Fond
most striking manner the importance which
war. Whom
are they still taughtto held
that he was making his final and terrible
Christ attached to baptism. .
in the highest admiration?
Heroes, men of
A man of advanced years and influ- struggle to maintain the ascendency of his
blood. What books are often most eagerly’
kingdom, - If he can find a religious paper,
read by the young? “Tales, real and ficti- ential position, named Nicodemus, visit- whose columns-are for sale, he charters a
ed Christ, we are told, in secret, and entious, of war and warriors. The glowing
terecd into conversation with Him.
He be- department of it, and advocates the use of
canvas, and the breathing marble; and the gan by an explicit avowal of belief in domestic wine as a beverage. If he can find
glittering sword, and the guilded epaulette, Christ's divine mission. What. he would a physician who cares more for his fee than
and the waving plume, and the prancing have gone on to say we may conjecture he does for hig patient, he visits him in his
steed, and all the witchery of fife and drum. from thee two facts, namely, that he be- study, and, squatting like the toad in Eden,
and bugle-horn, are suffered to beguile the lieved in Christ, and ' that nevertheless he whispers in his ear the advice to use alcohol
young into a blind, wild admiration of
visited him secretly. . It appears that he in preference to any substitute for medical
what, if seen in its true light,they would re- hoped to comply with Christ's demand of purposes. If he can find a politician who,
gard with almost instinctive disgust and personal homage and submission, but to be like the bat, is half mouse and half bird,
abhorrence.
excused from making a public avowal of flitting in the twilight of public opinion, he
. Even pious mothers will purchase feath- it.
-pounces upon him and inspires him with the
ered caps, and tin swords,and wooden guns
sentiment that temperance is poison to polWhen we consider the high position of
for their sons, and encourage them in form
itics. Trusting to providence as though all
Nicodemus, it is natural to suppose that he
depended upon God, we should labor as
ing little companies of juvenile volunteers
hoped to receive such a special exemption
to prepare in beardless boyhood for the
though
all depended upon our own exerin consideration of the services he had it in
trade of human butchery.
Thus have
tions. * Truth is mighty, and must pre-

his power to render.

Seeds of war, and then started back aghast

ety .in the midst of the villages of which
Barton is a center, was forced upon our
notice during our. holiday. There was a

Christendom.

“Confirmation service” at
Market Bosworth
church. The Bishop of Peterborough was
to be the administrator, and his eloquence
not long since" electrified the House of

The church is our a

church.

He could push the

Christians been “Beattering broadcast the movement among the influential classes;

produced waving in blood afd fire all over
Napoleon

they were?

How

came

Alexander

and

to be such bloody butchers as

Were they

born monsters?

No more than ourselves.
cated to do as they did.

On the plat of green

They were

edu-

before his father's

he could cautiously dispose

vail."

eo

the Pharisaic

The

‘sect to a coalition with Christ, on"the ground
of their common national and theocratic

our

grandfather worshiped;

here,

Republicans, and had signed the agreement
with the others, sold his vote for a sum and

has since voted with the Democrats., This
poor, unfortunate, pitiable object, who
bears the name of Orange S. Winans,

will probably not lose much sleep on account of the maledictions visited upon him.
The paltry sum thathe accepted for his vote

is douptlése~more highly prized than any
manliness he ever possessed, “and the best
thing that can be done is to let him crawl

away into the contempt that he will surely

find, there to enjoy his treasure undfstarbed.
AMNESTY DISPOSED OF.

Mr. Hale's Amnesty bill, to which refer-

ence was made last week,
passage by the Senate, and
disposed of, for this session
who urged that the bill be
the subjects of legislation

night.

with a

little star-gazing

at

house in Corsica, Napoleon

in his boyhood

able, wretehed,soul-deluding teaching is ep-

provocation and his impulse in the hostile
criticism that has been

evoked

that Plymouth church pays

Mr.

by

the fact

Beecher a

Romish

corruption, and that a: Bishop who tend to drive young men away from the ‘pulpit, and puts in a plea for the clergy that has
tary legislators, and will receive for his
no
lgck of manliness, fofco or sympathy.

Mars, gleaming red and cold afar, publishes it has a seat amongst our heredi-

‘‘beckons

to us with his mailed hand,” and

Jupiter looks down upon us fromthe serene

hights,” and Venus blazes away after sunset

service in

trine,

spreading this perverted, doo-

If tha

as Inrge a salary as the President of ‘one,

following portrait. is an

and just abit

exceptional

exaggerated, it is very

in the golden and cloudy west. Every day the United States. But the day comes when | far from being a-cariéature or a fancy sketch :
brings some change; now. we are alone; at least the preaching of sacramental griloe
The clergy are the’worst paid body of la-

now in company; to-day we are on the hill
top,on Old John, on Beacon, on Markfield,
. on Bardon { to-morrow we traverse a well-

:

show the South that Congress meant to be
fair and was not legislating for mere partisan purposes. The opponents of the bill de-

shall stand son its own merits, and have no ‘borers in the country. They work with abilsanction to suppért it. - The ity and zeal. They are educated, sensitive
struggle must open on us before long, and. ‘men, often carefully nurtured, and they are

Parliamentary

known route where as Entomologists wo while we stick to our pulpit and sound the
wandered in our boyhood; apd next. day. good news of God's grace ‘as far and as
. ‘we are in the, track of more recent years widely as ‘wo may beable, somebody had
‘where every hight and valley speaks to us need be braced hy foros)
&
air and stern train-

expected to be every-body’s servant, to hold
their time and talonts at the call of dll the
‘whimsical old women of the parish and of
the selectmen of the

town.

clared that it would

Nicodemus to become. a secret

light

day

or hour or minute behihd time, or before

Thay

fire to

hag failed in business just

and immediately return to their customary
place of resort, and take up the routine of

for

the want of

punctuality.

A DISGRACEFUL TRAFFIC.
A recent . post-mortem examination into
the ciroumstances of a Brighton Butcher's:
| death,

disclosed the fact that

he had

been

ox,

‘that it.

poisoned by dressing a tainted

was a custom of certain butchers in Brighton
to visit cattle

trains,

on

their

arrival,

buy their dead animals and then dress them
for market. Meat had actually been sold
in Blackstone market, Boston,in an advaneed stage of decomposition, no_efforts hav-

ing been made to stop the trafic.

These

disclosures have presented the matterso
plainly before the minds of the citizens:
that earnest efforts are making to stop the

business.

The attention of the city authori-

ties has been called to the abuse, and legal
measures will at once be Spall prove 1its
repetition.

ANNIVERSARY AT LEXINGTON.
The ninety-gixth anniversary of the battle
of Lexington was observed on the nineteenth with more than the usual demonstrations. In addition to the regular oelebra-y
tion, procession, speeches, &c.,

a

beautiful

new hall was dedicated, intended to perpetuate the memory ‘of the heroes in that
old fight. The names of those who fell on
that day are cut on tablets in the hall,

and ]

significant statues are placed in suitabie poDr. Geo. B.

Loring

delivered

which

was full

an
of

patriotic ardor. Thus the early struggle for
freedom is still kept fresh in the minds of
those whose ancestors sacrificed so much,
and the boon is the more highly prized as

we thus reflect each yéar on its cost.
ADJOURNMENT OF CONGRESS.
+ The firat session of the Forty-second Congress’ adjorned
sine die last Thursday
afternoon, and the President immediately
issued a proclamation convening the Senate
in extra, session on the tenth of May. The:

Ku-Klux bill was passed near the close of
the session, and as the President

signed it, it is already a law.

soon after

It refers in-

jured parties to the Courts for redress, stating the limits of the fines that may be imposed, and allows the militia to be called out
in certain cases.
Itis, asa whole, a fair

bill, presenting harsh features

enough

to

suit radicals, but mild enough "withal to
gain it the approval of conservatives. ' But
it was passed by a strict party vote, 93 to
74. Mr. Butler was at last given a few
minutes to put in his personal explanation,

And even whereactual failure %rowing out of his collision with Garrett
does not follow front it, it always occasions
| Davis, and the members separated foeling .
a great deal of harm and loss.

thing “of entering it, to give their

names to the Founder at a secret interview,

'|

ed.
Nearly all the southern Republican
Senators, together with Wilson, Sherman,
Schurz, &e., urged its passage. It seems te
be hardly the thing to pardon the Rebels at
present for past offenses, especially when
they are daily committing so many outI rages that can, by waiting a while, be taken
~~
in by and by and the whole batch disposed
of together.

address on the obeasion,

inall

for the Ku-Klux

bill, and that its aims would be thus defeat-

sitions,

and

time.

member of

be “taken, all through

the South, as an apology

for nearly six thousand

years;

was refused a
thus amnesty is
at least. Those
included among
before adjourn--

ment, did so on the ground that it would

changes that we see in it-now, every month
that long time, it has not been a single

vantages Christ would secure by allowing

dorsed by! thie eloquence of men like the salary of $20,000.
He tells. many plain
But we tako the weather: as it comes and good and brilliant Bishop of Peterborough. ‘homo truths, scores the meddling croakers secular life where it had been left. Those
make the best of it, glad of as much vision It ‘was a sad thought thatthe weight of na~ ‘and critics without much tenderness, points | who would enroll themselves among the
of landscape as” we can get by day, tional authority is given, to such dregs of out the facts and the public sentiment that ‘citizens of it were to understand that they
with damp, ‘ chill mornings. and evenings.

and: pleased

——

The new moon™eomes punctually at
‘the theocracy,
and by excusing him, until'a / the time appointed for-it; and so does the
among tho living and the dead, epresenta- was permitted to'go forth with - the mock better opportunity: should present itself, full moon. An astronomer can calculate
tives of the family are found. It was an op- accoutrements of war, and there sport day from undergoing the rite of baptism.
for a hundred or five hundred years ahead,
portunity of a visit to the church of our fa- after day with its fnock manceuvers, until {- On the other hand, by insisting upon this and tell you just the day and hour in any
thers which we felt to be too attractive to be his boyish bosom began to swell and kindle, He would destroy at once all’ the influence month when there will be a full moon. And
missed.
The clanging bells made the old and glow with the passions inembryo which of Ficodimu with the authorities of Jeru- if you and I were to be alive at that time,
church-blood in our veins tingle, and we afterwards sent him like a comet of wrath salem, and with it all his power to become we should find the moon upto time—punctIt has been so for thouwent to the “Confirmation service.” It was over a scathed ahd desolated continent. a’ nursing father to the infant church. ual to a moment.
enough. . We came away confirmed in our He was subsequently sent to a military When we consider the great contempt sands of years; it will be'so for thousands
school in Paris and there completed kLis which Christ constantly expressed for forms of years.to come. And this is a very imnonconformity and in our Baptist principreparation for a life of bloodshed and in- and ceremonies, and in particular for those portant lesson that we may learn from the
ples. The Bishop told about 120 young
usual among moon. The habit of punctuality is one of
people that, whether.they chose or not, famy. It was in the power of Napoleon's “washings” which, were
they were tha children of God, being made” mother to have saved her son from .becom- the Pharisees, we are prepared to find Him the best habits for us to form while young.
It may be in readily acceding to the request of Nicode- To be always in the right place, at the
80 in their baptism, and that now their ing the scourge of Europe.
choice lay only between being obedient the powerof mathers who read this to save demus. Instead of which He shut the pe- right time ; to be in school before the openand disobedient, good or bad children ;, and their sons from becoming similar scourges titioner's mouth by an abrupt declaration ing exercises begin ; to be in church before
,
that there was no entrance into the theocra- the minister enters on the service; to be in
that, to help them to be good and obedient, of the human race.
¢y hut through baptism.
:
the place where we have a business enhe had come to bring them the gift of the
he
kingdom
of
God,
He
insisted,
though
Holy Spirit.” It was baptismal r sper:
gagement
in plenty of time to meet it, is a
The Minister 8 Work and Pay.
it hadno locality, and no separation from most excellent habit to form. Many a man
Nos, and ceremonial grace, and that
Here

or; it is’ keén' and cold afte rwards, with’ gospel of Christ; but ‘the need for separasnow mantling the
hil s and frost biting in tion is nok the loss now when such misera~
| sunny and yet hazy,

Moon a Teacher.

The moon has been going through all the

feeling; he mig'it become a useful friend
in the metropoli:, and might fight against
the prejudice which a provincial and Galilean party could not but excite. These ad-

ur fathers separated from the Church of Goo: W. Curtis, iin thie ¢* Easy Chair * de- the secular states of mankind, though it had
rather than join in the chase. Twice we go
England
because the clergy were drunken, partment of Harper's Magazine, enters the no law-courts, no lictors-and no-fasces, was
round about, the. forest; and once through
its midst. It rains one day ; it snows anoth- and idle, and indifferent, and knew not the lists in behalf of the clergy. He finds his yet a true state. Men were not to make a
the air;
it Tsby4

:

Aft-

er abiding a week by this decision, a
creature who had previously voted with the

We must

“to_see the harvest of death which they have

‘Lords.
But of the pri-

‘lash the eastern horizon.
meval or medieval forest there is none, and

when. ifs ‘handsome

——

heroism

“When the plague raged at ‘Marseilles,
and all the city was panic-stricken, the phygicians assembled at the Hotel de Ville to
hold a consultation. After a long deliberation they decided unanimously ‘that the

clergyman must be chairman, of the school
committee, and a director of the town libra-

A: village of interest in denominational ‘of which the nineteenth’ century should be
ashamed, these words show the responsihistory was our frequent starting point or

ter to the whole human race.

—
EY

I'L
A MODERN ARNOLD,
is.told by Madame de Genlis, and, though
Jhe papers are stating that a “member of not new, deserves to be printed again and. the N. Y. legislature recently sold his managain in letters of gold :
hood for $75,000, We very much doubt]if

The following story of genuine

to be the confident and counselor ofa throng,
| bright, and always readyto do any

TT
3

w———
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Events of fhe Week.

Self-Sacrifice.

can not give a great dealof money for educatiohal and -charitable and msthetic purlady had a peculiar and mysterious charREMITTANCES must be madefn mongy or
poses—not a very great deal—buthe can al- acter, which a post-mortem . examination
bility
of
women,
and
suggest
that
their
actders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
goal in our day's ramble—Barton-in-theways give time, and he can always make a might throw ight upon;. but the operation
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
The name is singular and may be ive influehceis properly called for:
|
speech,
and draw the TesoRutions, and direct was held an impossible one, seeing the opregisterod létter. All Postmasters are obliged to Beans.
There is no end to motives which should #
ter letters whenever requested to do so.
ludicrously suggestive to a New Englander.
generally,
erator must inevitably fall a victim in a few
constrain women to use ‘their influence
oe regular charges for money orders, bank ‘Men who in their time “knew beans” have
He is, in, fact, the town® potind to which hours. A dead pause followed this fearful
" omecks,
and Post Office money orders may be de
against
war.
It
has:
inflicted
on
them
a
lived in this village, though the: favorite
everybody may commit the truant fancies declaration, when suddenly a surgeon namducted from the amount due, when’ thas sent. Ajrents
dish of pork and beans is hardly peculiar to world of evils. Its’ enormous taxes keep that nobody else will tolerate upon the pas- ed Guyon, in the prime of life and of great
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
them or the country. Quaint old Thomas millions of them on the brink of star- t
and lawns of his attention. He is the celebrity in his profession, rose and said,
Papers are forwarded until an explicit: order is
Fuller
reports a saying: to the effectthat vation. Their fathers, brothers, and hus- town pump at which everybody may fin firmly, * Beit so. I will give myself for
recfived by the Publisher for their discontinvanée,
bands are compelled to go to the field of
and until payment of all arrearages is made as re- you might “know a Leicestershire man,” if
himself with advice. Hesis the town bell to the safety of my beloved country. By toquired by law,
you shook him, I presume, “by the beans carnage, and leave not a few of them to suminon everybody to every common enmorrow morning Iwill dissect a corpse, aad
Each subsoriber 18 particularly
nested to note
rattling in his stomach.” The hamlet of want. © Not-a battle can be fought without térprise. He is the town beast of burden ¢o
the date on the label for the expiration of his subwrite down what I observe.’ He went
sending
grief
through
hundreds
or
thouscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
Barton-in-the-Beans is -the cradle of the
carry everybody's pack. With all this he away, calmly made his will, confessed, and
year, without further fomindor from this ofice.
:
General Baptist churches in the Midland sands of domestic circles.
‘must have a neat and pretty house, and a received the sacrament. He then shut himNEWSPAPER 1DECISIONS.
Look at the siege of Magdeburg—at the comely and attractive wife, who must.be aldistrict. About #£ century and a quarter
1. Any pergon
takes a newspaper
regularly
self up with a man who had died of the
occupation
of Moscow by the Frencli—at
from Ford air Bed vr +8 directed %) his a or ago, just when England was invaded by
ways ready and well dressed in the parlor, plague, taking with him an inkstand, paper,
another’s, or ywhether he has subscribed or not—is
the young Pretender and his Scotch forces, their career in Spain and Portugal—at the although she can not afford to hire sufficient
responsible for the payment.
and a little crucifix. Full of enthusiasm, he
2. Ifa person orders his
aper discontinued, he
a
teeting-house was built at Barton for a barbarities of thePrussian troops in France “help.”
And the good- man’s children had never felt more firm, or more collected,
must pay all arrearages, or
e publisher may con-—at
the
treatment
of
‘women
in
every
coun~
tinue to send it until payment is made,
and collect the handful of brethren whom Providence had
must be well behaved: and properly clad, and kneeling before the corpse, he wrote,
whole amount, ‘w!
the paper is
en from the
called together in the gospel. The clergy try where war wages—babes stabbed at and his house be a kind of hotel for the traveleflise or not.
Nel gaze without horror, even with joy. I
their mothers’ breasts—Ilittle infants not a
8.” The courts have decided that refusing to take
ing brethren. Of course he must }be a schol- trust, by finding the secret cause of this ternewspapers
periodicals from the
post-office, or round about were all careless, unevangeliyearold
lying
in
the
mud
disfigured
by
removing
and leaving
them uncalled
oh is prima
cal, or drunken; Methodism had not penar, and familiar with current literature, and rible disease, to show the way to some salfacie ov
ce of intentional fratd.
etrated into the neighborhood; the glad wounds—women beheaded or bayoneted— he may justly be expgeted to fit half a dozen
utary remedy; and so will God bless my
&~ When Agents récerve premrmms, no percentage
tidings of salvation were scar®ly known daughters dishonored at the feet of their par- boys for college eyery year. These are but
on moneys seat forthe Star is allowed in addition.
sacrifice'and make .it useful.” He began—
ents.
anywhere on that side Charnwood forest:
8&3 We send no books out to be sold on commisWomen can prevent war, if they will. illustrations of the "functions he is to" fulfil] he finished the operation, and recorded in
sion, +or otherwise, with the privilege of returning But Joseph Donisthorpe, a blacksmith, had
and always without murmuring ; and for all detail his surgical observations. . He then
been arrested on his way home as Saul was They are the mothers of men, and leave on he is to be glad to get a pittance upon
threw the papers into a vase of vinegar,
arrested on the way to Damascus, and he their children an indellible impress ‘of which he can barely bring the ends of the
sought the lazaretto, and died in twelve
themselves.
The
hand
that
rocks
the
crahad found peace with God by faith in Christ
year together, #and to know that if he should hours.
/
dle
will.
be
foufid
in
the
end
to
rule
the
"Jedus.
Samuel Deacon had heen awakensuddenly
die of over-work, as he probably
“Died,
did we say?
Nay,
he lived.
world,
and
the
voice
which
whispers
in
the
ed, partly by the preaching of a servant ef”
will, his wife and children willbe beggars. What life so real as that which casts itself
infant
and
youthful
ear
lessons
of
truth
or
Lady Huntington, and partly by the preachWEDNESDAY, APRIL "26, 1871.
into future generations to be a lasting beneing of Johy
Wesley ; and he, though a res- error, of goodness, or of guilt, will yet give |’
fit
to ment # What better illustration of the
Ld
Necessity of Baptism.
ident in a village near Leicester joined with tone to morals, law to society, and characChief Shepherd's words, ‘He that loseth his
Terms: $3.00 por year; orif paud strictlyIN ADVANCE, $2.00
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as pleasant as possible

-

-One

Cent.

» A son of ane of th¢ chiefs of Bardwan
was converted by a single tract, He could
not then read, but wentto Rangoon, a dis-

towards each other.”

AROUND PARIS,
» The reports of victories claimed by the
insurgents appear to have been exaggerated. The Government has not, to be sure,
made any very brilliant attacks or gained: |
any decisive! victories, but they still keep
around iin the vicinity of the difficulties, and

began their life anew as truly as if they had
been born again. And lest the Divine So-- tance of two hundred and fitty miles. A
ciety, in its contempt for material bounda- missionary’s wife taught him to read, and will doubtless observe the end with satis) |
in - forty-eight hours he read they
tract
ries and for the distinctness which is given
faction when it comes. The. mob manages
through.
He
took
a
basketful
of
tracts,
by unity of place, should lose its distinct- |
by pickings and stealings,and then by selling:
ness altogether and degenerate into a theory preached the Gospel at his own home, aud its stealings, to keep. itself pretty well in
to
hundreds
gonverting
of
or a devout imagination, the initiatory rite.|"was the means
funds, with |whieh it hires all the fighters it
God. He was a man of influence, ‘the peo- can get, and buys all the food it can find.
of haptism, with its publicity and formality, |
ple flocked to hear him, and in one year fif- But these are both failing, and neither food .
was pronounced as indispensable” fo memteen hundred natives were baptized in Ar- nor fighters can last t em much longer.
bership as that spirignal inspiration which Is
racan as members of the church. And all The city, is "practically shut off from the
Wembership itself.
but many fugitives find their
| this through one little tfact. That tract "worldout.again,
PN
daily. Tay are no present indi‘way
|
| cost gne cent: and possibly. some little bey cationsof submission on either gide, and it
Let all thy desires ve subjected to reason or girl gave the cent. What a blessing it must be admitted ' that, for a gentiine mob, the organization is being well opt up.
and let thy reason be corrécted by religion, “has been —Felectic Treasury, A
Jp
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Communications.

The leaven is at work;

and the people

is our neighbor, and that we must love him

Among the endowments and characteris- as-ourselves to inherit eternal life ? If so,
ties of a leader, are clearness and definite-. let every one who may read this ‘pray that
s, persistence, the writer's graceamaybe increased. If so,
ness of thought, positi

are-

in a transition state religiously and socially,
yet they themselves do not seem to be aware

« |of it. Where is, the man to occupy Tam-

A Missionary’s Journal.

—

v

true,
as Olarke says, that any one we know

Leading Brethren.

ly our Oriya friend carried the better judgment of most of his hearers with him.

S—————_

then Mordecai ought to have loved - Haman
as
himself; for Jesus is here ~enforcing
BY E.C.B. H,
louke? He should be forth-coming at once,
Every church needs some such ‘men.
David ought to
And
also the means to" build & mission house “There are many good workers if the work" -the--deealogue.
well as he did
as
Jezebel
Myself and native preachers left Midna- there. =~
lowed
have
J
.
2a
is planned and the way marked out; ‘but:
pore on the niorning of Nov. 8th, 1870, for
On the 10th of December,
Mrs. H., self ‘otherwise they must remain of little ac- any,of his ‘wives, unless he loved some
he did himself.
Tamlouke, about forty milés east and a tind children started on my second term; count. - The courageous Putnam was wont, of them * better than
little south of M. Our: stopping places this time for Kanthi, another important to Say to the commander in chief,—*¢ Wash- But is this required by our Saviour? Did
by the way ‘were ‘Moonibgad,~ Dgbrah, field for missionary operations, still unoceu- ington, you plan; I'll execute.” Generally he say one word in his conversation with
each

and 'Pratap-pore.

Sanchkoodah

At

pied.

of these places we found plenty to do.
"Basar and village work in the morning, and

ie

and a power to persuade!

113

the best workers have too much heat and

Our first stage was made by moonlight,
and when about four and a half miles from
markets at mid-day-and P. M. At Pratap- home, a large béar was observed making |
pore I was laid up for about five days, -hav- his way towards ‘the road, as though. he
ing taken a severe cold, in consequence of would cross it. He soon became aware of
having ventured oud into tent a little too our proximity, and stood up on, his hind
soon after the close of the rains. It seem- legs to see what was coming.
Having sated to take a strong hold of my lungs, and isfied his curiosity, and thinking discretion |
entirely disabled me for preaching. We the better part of valor, he retreated for the
made a stay of several days at each of the jungle.
:
La
{
above-named places, and enjoyed many
We made no stop of any importance for
very good opportunities for preaching, and the first 33 miles, our first camping ground
‘sold a good number of books and tracts.
being at Saboodi, about 8 miles from the
our stay was

At Tamlouke

miles

from

the “Hooghly.

©

i

five or six

days.

At

some

ropeans had ever done for India, had been
done by or through the influence of missionaries. He cited as evidence of their
deep interestin the welfare of the people
the fact that ‘ one missionary had suffered
even to imprisonmenton their account.”
He referred to Rev. J. Long, who, some
twelve years ago, was tried for libel, and
convicted, on the prosecution of the India

!

Association of Indigo

Planters;

his only

of the

enormities

of the

We reached K. on the

ES
ara

H

i|
8i
i i

aaa

amined all the

a

EE

but it is equally and painfully évident that
the love of /sin prevents that same people
from accepting the gospel which he preaches.
:
While “at Tamlouke, we visited and ex-

;
se

Ver-

The

It had, at the time of our visit,been in op-

one wheel.

other points of importance easy.

A
ES
III

——

I

cultivators of the beautiful rice-fields which
lie at its base.

On this

pass with ease during
Besides,- there

ridge

the

is water

carts might

rainy

season.

communication

during the rainy season with Midnapore,

from the sap of the common date palm, and

The enterprise

is a most

Kanthi has its Deputy magistrate,
an European, also its Assistant

ecutive Engineer, Assistant
laudable one, and the leaders in it deserve
-of
Police and Moonsiff.
much praise, for, let it be remembered, all
such

indications of

progress

meet with

This

place would

form,

Ex-

Superintendent
if occupied

by

our Board, a ‘sort of connecting link between
our Bengali and Oriya departments of
was
the Mission. It. does not properly belong
for
ities
opportun
.the
concerned, we
whi¢h'We could desire, and some to either, and yet maybe claimed by both,
preaching
inasmuch. as both languages are in use
of our hearings were excellent.
there; on the north of Kanthi the Oriya
little
a
were?not
we
On one occasion
gradually disappears and gives place to the
e masses
legitimate work

positi
mid
So far

I

EA

most pleasing.

amused at a respectable Oriya who

I

A

on its whole length on both sides it is
fringed with rustic villages, occupied by the

treacle.
ed by the little girls whom I examined was usually

happen-

to our preaching Bengali, while on the south the Bengali
loses itself in the Oriya. A missionary
stand. He very unceremoniously took the should, by all means, be located here as
matter of preaching out of our hands, and soon as practicable.. I look upon this point
along one morning

ed

who

makes

the I

A

from the
the latter once occupied, Kanthi should: r
He felt particularly tried with the non-mar- ‘ceive our attention next.
:
riage of widows, in connection, particularly,
Here,
too,
markets
are
numerous,
two
or
with early marriages. He thoroughly sift- three daily, except Thursdays and Sundays,
sysa
on
ed the-matter and cried *‘ shame”

* tem which will marry a child of five or

six when a large one is held in the bazar,

We

be, of thirty, found one market within reach in the ,early
he dies, as is morning, and were able to take that bewho was not fore breakfast, and still another in another
marriage, and direction in the P. M; and this occurs
og
is doomed twice in the week.
husband,
her
has never lived with
do a little and but

years of age to a man, it may
forty or even sixty, and when
often the case, the poor child,
consulted with regard to the
‘to perpetudl widowhood.

“Yes,” said thé speaker,’ you can marry

seven times, but your daughter

can enly

marry once. Where is the justice of such a
pernicious - system ?” He reminded his
hearers that, so long as this practice existed, fornication and kindred evils would

"Mrs. H. was dble to
little, here, in the work of Bible-reading
among the women.
3
¢ iden

. Ihave long entertained the opinion that a
good work

might

be done

by our

wives

and daughters in the country villages.
Mrs.
H. and my daughter accompanied me
be

ie declared that we Christian teachers

whom we receive such

one ‘tours, as far.as practicable ; being fully sat-

e isfied that the extra expense incurred will
“in reply made a stupid referenc
to the Hin-

. da Shasters, when he very contemptuously

! a
~

prove

a profitable outlay.

The silent influ-

: “Fudge on your Shasters; what encoff
a Christian family traveling
eA
you? fetch. themto me dnd the people can not be otherwise than
and cook my not to mention the active labors
Pll put them info the fireplace
them.?
with
rice
missionary’s wife in the villages.
: True, it

lives

4

good,

of the
I am

gure very much more might be done’ in this
direction with profit.
J

_* high circles in Calcutta and elsewhere; but A
“the y

among

dee

I

the masses, and will, dotibtless,

"1 was pleasing fo observe how complete-

Petsian philosopher;

being asked: by

what ‘method he had acquired so, muth
knowledge, answered : ** By not being pre-

‘|vented by shame

from asking questions

‘when I was ignorant.”

kindness,

:

KivpNess. The S. 8. Workman gives

be laid.

rope,—gcarrying the whole

body

our enemies,” * do’ good

aside,

And

them,” * pray
But nd where
enemies as we
Love your en-

then says,

* Love

your neighbor,”

He
* he

cheerful, pleasant unity.
Li.
And
|’ To know that we must all wait for Dea. that shows mercy,” ‘ as yourself.”
lastly,
*“
Love
one
another
as
I
have
loved
A., lest we offend and wound his dignity;
or, to know that Dea: A. will look carefully you.” Here are three distinct objects of
for the right, and be thankful for any sug- love referred to among men, and God is
gestion which secures unity and good will, another, who is to be loved above all the
are two things very widely different in rest. And-the command in each instance
their bearing upon a church and communi- “differs from all the others. No one would
for a moment claim that’ this difference was
ty.
Admitting the view of the leader to be actidental, Does it not mean something ?
correct, if it can not be apprehended by the It must. And have weany more right to
main body, if his policy is not felt to be misplace or transfer any of these for the #thappropriate, jt is better to wait for that er than we have to misplace the commands
view to mature in ¢ther minds than to push to believe and be baptized ?
Any wrong? If so, teach me the right.
it, to the dissatisfaction of a respectable: minority. Dissatisfaction, and soreness once I earnestly ‘desire it. For often have I béen
produced, they remain to spread and bleed perplexed with, as far as I know the universally received opinion, that the priest,
levite, thieves and Samaritan, with the

with every fresh irritation} until the whole
‘body becomes weak, and faint, and sick
unto death. Thus very often the final disorganization of a church is laid in the persistence of some
leading member who
means right, but who judges wrongly.
' The writer has in mind four’ churches,
which are weakened and burdened by the

influence Bf just one

leading man

wounded man, were all neighbors together,
for they knew of each other, and that the
wounded man must love them each as he

did himself to inherit eternal life.
S. A. Stow.

notions

asto

weaken their

churches, and weaken the hold of these
churches upon the community at large.
Let each one be careful,

fetter, to bind, to
destroy;

and

weaken, to

but to develop,

lead not to

cripple

and

to strengthen,

to

build up and preserve the churchin the unity of love and the bond of perfeetness.

.

S. 3. Deut

a

Amopg the pfemiums offered by the
Btar is the “Greek and English Concordange of the New Lestament.” Many who
are not Greek scholars, may think that this
work will be of no advantage to them. Let
us correct the impression. All you absolutely need to know of the Greek, is to learn

and every place in which it occurs, and how

but the man declined. He then,asked what
he could do for him, The policeman replied : "Spesk a good word for me to my

captain, if you please, gir.”

has

been

effected

in

of any other word.

is killed in the parish, the micest part
of it
must grace the minister's table.

with

paper containing

unto one of the _ least of these my brethren
yedo untome.”
Blessed are they who are

i ‘Rev. ‘Cyrus Dudley.

inh

dex, in which are all the English-words,and

Rev. Cyrus Dudley was born in Maine,
August 26, 1800, aid died at the residence
of his son, Silas, in Blanchester, Clinton

translation of any word, turn to the index,
find the English word, and opposite it. you
have the Greek from which it is ‘ranslated
and-the page on which'it is found ; then turn
the page, find thg Greek word, and exaypine every place where ‘it occurs in the
| New Testament, and it will give you a good"
idea how the word jis used. Take this phrase :
“To-day shalt thou be with me in Paradise.”

Co.,

reagd

it

thus: ‘Verily

They

I say unto thee to-

day,"—putting the, comma after ‘‘to-day,”
making to-day

qualify

“I

say untd thee.”

Thé kindness of the poor man greatly touch-

ed Mr. Hart.
It was the time of deep
snows,and the sidewalk of Mr. Hart's house
and -even the carriage-way were in some
mysterious wuy kept clear; but the family
thought they knew who did the deed.

anecdotes,

After Mr. Hart had breathed his last, the
stories and hymns suited to children, Several of our favorite English hymns have | liceman called and asked if he might see
im once more. As he gazedon that calm,
been well translated, or rather adapted and smiling
“Oh !'he was a
imitated, in Italian; and very pleasing it wonderfulfacegoodhe jexclaimed,
man,” and stooping down,
was to hear the young voices singing Tal
~ =
ch’ io sono (“‘Just as I am") and Bello # di he fondly kissed him.
RA
(“Happy Day”) with animation and correctness.
How 10 TALK T0 CHILDREN.
The quesThe school in connection with the Italian
It commences be-1 tion of adepiing one’s words to the underchurch is a-large one.
fore the usual morning service. The chil- standing of children phould be briefly touchdren were arr! ged in order, and were first ed. One Hugh. be with children and think

verses they

with children before he can speak to them
well and sympathetically. He must not he

heart, after a prayer had
hin

been repeated by | compelled

The evangelist, who takes | their words.

one of the boys.

the

had learned by

conducting

partin

the school, | to ‘do

level.

=
of the word to settle the meaning.:
1 paid $5.25 for my copy, and would hav
it -if it cost $25.

It is eertainly one of the

most valuable works published in the Script-

ures.

And

you can have this book by get-

ting three new subscribers for the Star, and,

forwarding $7.60. .

A.D.

* Who Is my Neighbor!
This queetion was asked, with
to the great question

reference

preceding,—‘ What

Christ
to su-

Ohio,

March

8d.

He

came

to this.

state with his parents when quite a youth
and settled near Maineville,
. Warren Co.
He was converted when he was quite young.
and became a member of the Freewill Bap-

tist church at Maineville, He

was married

in 1819, and then settled at West Woodville, Clermont Co., O., where he resided
until his death. In 1835he commenced his

ministerial duties, and until near thé close
of his life he labored zealously and earnest-

is gone;

all of whom have for years been
of the church.

his remains were-taken to Woodville Ceme| tery, followed by a large concourse of sorrowing friends.

JonN Hisey.

Rev. Zebulon S. Knight.
Rev. Zebulon 8. Knight died at South

:

45 years.

Bro. Knight was born: in West-

Adam Clarke tells us in his note on Luke, brook, experienced religion at

10: 29: * Any person whom we
dwells hard by, or who passes
our.neighbor.”
Pot. Butler saysin his note on
471 +¢ So he (the lawyer) was.

know, who
near us, is

and

not be.

his thought from
French, so the

—

led to translate

vy

lish into the’

who would speak in

the childs vernacular must think in that
vernacular, and

without an interpre-

ter, wigwats medium. . To do this thereis
no way

but actual mingling

and loving their society—being

them,

i

You will then-never make the mis-

take of the doctor of di

“was interrupted in the mi
by a child who said, ‘I do not understand
you, ‘you go too slow!” While he was getting

his sentences

out, the child
had

gone

the world. She could not wait for
| all. over
mi
| him.—Eggleston.
of
:
a
:

Al
\
|
. - Let the teachers aim
Sunday, the large week-day and Sunday| HAVING AN
may
school, in connection with an important | distinctly to teach something.

seem a very simple rule, hardly worth utder the superintendence of one lady-=not an tering, Yet many make a serious mistake
Italian by origin, though born and bred in just here. They occupy the teacher's chair,
t was a very happy union of ‘they go through a certain routine of duty
the country.
northern steadiness and sou thern fire and from week to week, but they do not teach.
animation; and seldom have I seen any Let it be remembered, that talking is not
ns
worker apparently so entirely fitted for her necessarily teaching. Hearing
is not te
. Teaching
is making some
st,
before.
pos I write, my mind's eye pictures to me one know what he did not know
the large school-room, with its well-filled Let the teacher, when the hour is over, ask

her bright, penetrating

over | Or have they merely

eye glancing

they have learned in

class know
know before?

exhibitedto me what
the

the, whole of her
lit le flock,
evidently
taking co
ce of every
e Vittoriz,
Cesira, and Adele among the groups of

tive addition to their

h
=
and

gaining
a hold upon his scholars. Nothipg
80 effootually secures good atten Stbips

Have they

gone hil gh

?

)0Bi-

Scriptural knowledge?

entical
This will be found a searching and
young ones.
The opening prayer was simple and fer- | question, and the teacher who can answer
vent, and peculiarly impressive. Then a [it in the affirmative will find himself surely
was sung, verses and texts

.

wo
and thea ¢ e lady
turned
toa chapter in St. Matthew's gospel
i
in course), which she read
(apparently fe
through herself, stopping to commen on

every two or three verses.

Her remarks

the consciousness on the part of the scholars that they are learning. But the teach-

[]

er ‘who would reach this end, must aim at
it with distinct purpose, and must habitual-

y
were very appropriate, practical and simple. ly raise the question, whether he has
On the whole, I thought it one of the
best been teaching. IU ha does not, he may depend upon it that
much of his labor is going
organized schools I had seen.
‘
but doing noth
y- way of contrast, she depicts.a Roman- B waste. He is working,

ist work of the same kind in Milan Cathe-

dral.

g.

:

;

a

Poor Economy. = A ‘lighthouse-keeper, = *
recently appointed on
the New Jersey
coast, made a ridiculous blunder. Immedi-

ately after he had..taken possessiion, .comlaints were made that the lights went out’
y twelve o'clock, The proper officer was
TREATMENT

OF ELDER. SCHOLARS.

In

at once
he was

One son is now an

Berwick Junction, Maine, March 21st, aged

Ji

Just as one who would understand

sent to look into
the matter, and
told that complaints were. made
-him. “For what ?” was the inquiry.

‘the life of every young person there is a cri-- “Why,” réplied the officer, *‘they say that
ordained ‘minister inthe Freewill Baptist sis—a turning or transition point between your lights do not burn after twelve o'clock
denomination. ~ The: funeral services were childhood and youth which requires speétal at night.” “Well,” was the reply, *‘I know
held in the Freewill Baptist church at Blans treatment adapted 10 its peculiarities. Neg- they do n't, for I put ’em out myself then,
the vessels
had got in
for I though
chester on Sunday, March 5th,conducted by lect,or ignorant blundering at this point * | by
1 wantedto save the ile.”
that time,
the writer, assisted by Rev. M, W. Spencer
explains the loss of the older scholars of the
We have seen the same kind of economy
The sermon was attentively listenaT¥o by Sunday schogl. Mr. Groser says:
practiced in reference fo the raining of boys
a very large congregation. Text, 2d TimYouth is confident in its own opinions and and girls, They are taught nntil they are .
to be old enough to have teaching
powers,
extra
ntly and offensively so in supposed
othy, 4th chapter, 6,.7, 8 verses, after which
to shift for themselves.

members

bor, it is of great imporiance that we know

:

is deficient in reaching their

this he

French,

ly in the cause of Christ, He assisted in the
organization of all the churches in the Ohio
Yearly Meeting, and many there are that

preme love to Gbd, we must love our neighwho our neighbor is.

tha he has

In just the degree

French perfectly must be able to thinkin

You look in this Concordance and you will ‘will rise up and call him blessed, Elder
find that this word is used in forty other plac- (Dudley leaves a wife and six children, three
es, and that in every other place, the things sons and three daughters, to grieve that he
spoken of transpired ‘in the day that they
were uttered.” So you have the tiniform use

its into

to translate his

and the directress standing at her | himself this question: Do
did not
reading-desk, at the upper end of the room, | anything which

Ther you have an in-

‘Some say the punctuation is wrong.

The man was called out

the commendation of his captain and was
recortmended for promotion.
:
He asked to see Mr. Hart in his sick
room, and in his unpolished way expressed
his deep
gratitude,and begged him “‘to fight
it out and get well.” He
geed to be called on for any service while on his beat.

the Free Italian Church,as it is

children’s

the captain

amid the applause of his comrades, received

called. The former was entirely conducted
by 'the admirable and devoted Waldense
pastor.. He stood in. a- circle of boys and
girls, : read a chapter of the New Testament
with them, and questioned and explained
as he went, with a simplicity and liveliness
not failto inof illustration ‘which .coul
terest and touch them, concluding with
a simple hymn and prayer. He then distributed some copies of alittle periodical,
or

mo!

The first Protestant SORgrOgin , were mainly un-

of Christ who said: ‘ Inasmuchas ye do it

the same

the Greek from which they are translated.
you have any doubt about the proper

take any reward.

ip connection with the Waldenses, the

“other

the following

that a well-known citizen had called to rert - one of their number for faithfulness on
8 post of duty, and for utterly refusing to

then came in and Questioned and explained
ey had been evidently
with beefsteak they would have more brains. a chapter which
ahgwerin regular course.
Tt is certainly to be hoped that the Brook- | Pingreparing
was, for the most part, vary
the
lyn people will notice the ; siiggestion, and manner of the teacher was very appy, and
see that their pastor's table’ is well supplied his exhortation at the end, one likely 0 be
ren.
with wholesome food.
‘But let Mr. T. useful and interesting to the
th schools
e, whole, my impression of
know that however short city pastors are
favorable, though I regretted in both
obliged to live, country ministers live on theas want
The whole
of more teachers.
‘the fatof the land, and their danger lies not seemed to rest on one person, and
in the
in being compelled to live too abstemiously, ‘case of his illness 'or absence the work of
nded, But
per
butin being tempted to epicurean indul- the day must be
so imperfectly evan,
gence. The common beliefis that there is in a country
where ene,
even of ow years Al
nothing too good fora worthy minister, standin®, have had so few advantages, it
d Christian people act accordingly. The could
that the work
hardly be
of too much centralitable is loaded with the first and should escape the evil
‘ndinister’s
i
best fruits of the garden, the orchard and zation.
In another Italian town where I spenta
the farm. When an ox; a hog, or alamb

shows how it

is translated in each place.

On.

The good word spoken
to the man,
:

summoned all his men before him, told them

the

counted worthy to preach the gospel o
it is translated in each place. Take the peace.
i
Be Cull,
word psuke, rendered soul. It.gives every
Gilford Village, N. H.
: | benches,

place in which it occurs, and

for the last’ time.
proved of advan

At Milan T shw two schools of this kind,

one

Mr, Hart walk-

ed three times a long distance before he
could see the ca
. The last time was
on the very.day that he was outof his house

Wn

way of Sunday teaching : -

school, on the

early strawberries, the first ripe grapes and
the alphabet, and evenif you can not call a the first mellow apples must be sent to him.
single letter by name,” you can tell one All this is. done by loving hearts for the sake
Greek work from another, and even then,
this work is of great benefit to you. Every
Greek word in the New Testament is given,

aid; got Mr. Hart out of bed,"and searched .

In a séries of articles now in course of
publication in the Church Sunday School
Magazine, Miss -E. J. Whately gives an
interesting account of her visits to Italian
Sunday schools. Wherever, she says, the
work of evangelization has gained a footsomething

Sunday

the house ; but fouitd all safe. Mr, Hart wished to reward him,and urged it
him ;

- Italian Sunday Schools. *

ing,

well-known

The circumstances were as follows:
night this
policeman found the front door
of
Mr. Hart's dwelling open, Fearing ob.
bers;*'he called anothér policeman to his

f

—

Hart, the

school worker :

Sermon by Rev, Mr. Goodwin, of York.
a
J.F. LOCKE,

SR

For Ministers to Read.

of Lucius

the

questioned , by the master of the weék-day

“ Beefsteak and Brains.”

in each

church. And yet, these men mean well.
. THE OTHER SIDE.
They have the prosperity of their churches
“Rev, Mr; Talmage is of the opinion that
at heart. But they are so persistent in| if ministers were more liberally supplied

their peculiar

TOW.’

we are to

emies,” and there the command stops.

along in

May

blessing of God rest upon them in their sor-

“ But does not our Satiour tell us to ‘* Love

to
for
them,”
&c
?
Certainly.
and the good of the whole be the only ob-|
ject sought. The excellence of a leader lies does he tell us to love our
in unconscious leading, —leading with slack love ourselves, He says, +‘
interest should all

on this tour as an experiment, and I consid- shall Ido to inherit eternal life?”
er the
effort quite a success;
so much se, in ‘having answered, that, in addition

fact, we it is my purpose to take my fanitaught the truth, and challenged any one in ly with me, hereafter, on my cold season
with us, Some
to argue ly
the assemb

why did he

love as ourselves P|

‘began to berate Hinduism soundly, both as second in importance only to Tamlouke;- Now the Greek word. used is se-hemeron.
religious and social standpoints.

a

A

it is nowhere more than a mile in width,and

lieve; yet the degree of proficiency attain-

ami

A

This sand deposit is said to extend some 32

miles, and runs nearly parallel to the coast;

is considered by most people as much supeeration only nine months, and had but few rior to that made from the sugar cane, as is
"pupils, spme thirteen or fourteen, I be- maple molasses to the ordinary West Fadia

a

i.

English,

understood,

but that kindness bestowed, the helping
hand given, does P—and that those from

conspicuous, is

men who feel the importance ‘of female ed- Tamlouke and Calcutta.” The bazar is large,
‘ueation,
and are resolved, as far as practi- ‘and has a very considérable trade in rice
and date molasses. This molasses is made
~ «cable, to secure it for their daughters.

II

:

2

the

latter
is a private affair, got up and sustained by a few enlightened native gentle-

NY

|

schools,

nacular, and a little school for girls.

so

ing that all were not neighbors, though. all

leader

from Kanthi in various directions; ‘one of
which is to be macadamized this year. Al
of them are passable for ox-carts during the

people hail the missionary as their friend;

’

;

leaves a'wife and eight children.

Ask, ** Which of these three P” thus imply-

two legs,—a carriage with

-and their operations are best known, much
dry season ; two of them are good roads in
:of the former prejudice of the people against.
the
rains, being on an extensive sand ridge.
them is wearing off, and in many places the

»,

wishedto be

yer, that neither being near, knowing of,’
nor nationality makes a man a neighbor,

system Of indigo planting were, portrayed, There are no less than six roads branching
of course as they appear from a native
standpoint, and with native coloring.
It is quite clear that, where missionaries

and wis-

ly to lead wrongly.
tiveness, with confused thought and narroy views,are forever getting into the mire.
It is a fiddle with one string,-—a horse with

29th and remained 13 days. I was never
able thoroughly to canvass this district until
this season, and I was quite agreeably sur-

tion with

care

if Jesus had

were near him, and all knew of him.

of the houses

place without delay.

they have entered.

A large concourse of people assembled. at

lawPersistence and posi- did not Jesus,by this, plainly teach the

personal

to make a third stay at
beyond Nugwan, but
expended considerable
while encamped at Nugstay at Kanthi seemed
passed on to the latter

ing exhibitionof the sustaining power of the
Christian religion. Almost his last words
were, ** I am happy,happy.”

;

by new methods of moral hd
y the
new and important period
of life upon which

a strik-

plan.

prétty sure to turn the “eyes of the multj
tude from the great pattern. In leading,

We hagl intended
Bali-ghai, 4 miles
as we had already
labor in its market,
wan, and as a long
very desirable, we

tended his efforts. - His death was

that implies

ural characteristics of leading, is very liké-

prised to find such an extensive and deusely
.erime being the translation of a Hindu
populated field, so admirably provided with
drama entitled, *‘ The Indigo-Mirror.” In
roads and canals which render communicathis drama some

for a careful

A leader with only one or two of the nat-

, did not hesitate to express the. opinion that
here Mrs. H. had a large congregation.
"all the real and permanent good which Eu-

| SEE
IE

.

school,

the English

causeche will be greatly missed by his large
No wonder. that we lose our elder scholcircle of friends. As a minister, success at- ‘ars if we persist in refusing
to recognize,

“One of the last aets of Lucius Hart's life
was ‘kindness done to a faithful
poli

affected by the tide. This renders it a many markets within reach of any one cenmost inviting field for missionary labor. A ter. There is but one’ day in the week
would have direct
missionary located herp
when only- one market is within reach from
ith Calcutta, Midna“_ water communication
other camp ; that is a very large one,affording amto mention
pore and Kanthi,
ple room for three or four preaching stands;
admir. place®of less note It would formean
on all the other days of the week there are
present
our
between
link
ing
connect
able
from two to four markets daily, all within
mission and the City of Palaces.
:
Its bazar is much larger than ghe one at easy distance from camp.
At
this’place
Mrs.
H.
and
my
daughter
Balasore; and both native and European
went
into
the,
villages
to
read
the
Scriptures
goods are to be had, the latter-at a trifling
advance upon Calcutta rates. It isa Civil to and converse with the women and children. They were, received most kindly, and
- Sub-station, and has its Deputy Magistrate the people heard attentively, and in numand Moonsiff (both natives) with their bers of instances they were pressed to
courts, which are held daily, Sabbaths ex“come again.”
:
cepted.
Nugwan was our next camping-ground.
The people-seem to have little or no prejThis place is dwindling.
Formerly it boastary
mission
and
aries
mission
udice against
ed
ifs
European
Deputy
Magistrate and
operations; and some of the more enlight~
court; but it°is now left in charge of a Sub"ened and influential expressed the wish that
Inspector of Police ; and its bazar has almost
our Society would send a missionary to setentirely ~ disappeared.
Still the country
tle among them. One native gentleman,
around supplied work enough for a stay of
the Sanscrit teacher in

ly,” “tender lambs,” and.
marked ability as a public speaker. A safe s‘dear little
so forth, and taught to sing hymns of an al- counsélor, an active friend of evefy good most
infantile character,
i

great value, but it requires

impetuosity

#lom to make them useful in the highest de-

1 know of no place in our district, nay,
I will say in our mission, where there are so

rounded by canals and ‘creeks which are all

scholastic; on earth, Such a dou
South Berwick, where he wags the loved '| or
be far more likely to secure the
8
and honored pastor of the Emery's Bridge object than the weakness which ignores the
& So. Berwick Junction church,”
reachings forth of
g minds and hearts
Bro, Knight was a man of amiable and towards the digni
of/mature years, I
attractive disposition, fervent piety, and "have heard Scripture scholars addressed as

this ? “If the lawyer had so understood it, his funeral, and the tears that flowed showed how dearly he was loved by all. He
In church matters these leading gifts are of would he not have said all were neighbers

too much

great Juggernath road, at a point 2) miles
‘get. This place is beautifully situated on a from home. There we remained about ten
Ary large river, the Roopnarain, only a days.
It is sur-

* few

to the wounded man ?

Or

fn

the following interesting incident in the life

of inter-

full

the lawyer, or anywhere

else,

en

oh Falls,

some cases; but out of that self-confidence

the priceless

and

all-important

self-reliance
may be evolved.

class. teachers

Let t

Scripture

be ‘‘wise as serpents”

Let not the infirmities of youthful

enough,and then left
consequences are generally most infe-

ality. of Jue

tous.

¥

Ld

‘

here,

vanity and

peripatetic Sunday school
Tre Bore. A
istory thus: “And now,
Rot
a
ended
er
harshly handled, but
gently neutralized b;
names of these two
the force of tru
oy the quiet exhibitian) $y Some friends, ~the
§ were Thomas and Philander. Thomas,
of the lovelinessof
Kowmility.
over-

dence

be derisively portrayed or

The aspirations of young people towards:
manhood and lel bs.
f form another
characteristic need
needing
ual tact to guide

1 ons told you, was a ba
we
pe
uI
down dowsand downs

, and went

up. . Little

-ogf Philander stands before you!"

and control. The boy wishes to be manly, and was baptized in 1857 by Rev. Porter S. | ‘the
girl aspires to wom
ness; and, as a
Burbank, and united with
the F. B. church at natural
consequence,bo imitate
the ways | An

In one Sunday schoolin
haps, grown more
If I am asked, What should the teacher ‘rapidly than any other school in the cit for *
Luke, 10:- his pistorate at Buxton,Bro. Knight removed
one
aspirations end pre cogities P the last few years, there were received three °
obligedto, to Scarborg’, and united with our church do ‘with:J the
Sunday twenty-six new scholars and
1
reply,
"
them
to
his
own.
purpose.
make the admission that our neighbor is there. Subsequently he moved Hs family to Make manliness and womanliness grounds new teachers, In the prayer-meeting,
which
any man whom we can aid.” Does Dr. Hollis and joined the Christian church.
for manly and womanly propriety of word is held after the close of the Sunday school,
Butler mean that the lawyer admitted that | In 1864, feeling it his dutyto consecrate and action=for manly and womanly though fifty rose for prayers. In the same school
girl came to the superintendent,
has come one little
woundéd man wad the Samaritan’s . himselfto the work of the ministry, and en- fulness. Urge that}
the tim ©
| the
that she had brought in nipe
him
beings,
told
and
conscious
and
reasonable
as
neighbor P. Did the lawyer make such an douraged to -do-go by his numerous friends, when,
scholars that day, and she had thirteen
new
they
ean
and
ought.
to
render
a
‘‘reasonable
admission ? Did he not say,—* He that he commenced to preach, and was soon aft-any
service” to their great Master in heaven, German children that did “not attend
showed mercy,” that is, the Samaritan, was. er ordained by the Christian denomination, and { an ‘equally reasonable obedienceto all | Sunday school who had promised to com?
le
i aif Ch
neighborto the wounded man ? And is it The Jast five years of his life were spent in lawful authority, whether national, parental, ‘next Sunday.
®
ied
|
a
W

West Buxton. Soon after Bro. Burbank closed

i

:

«Tn

ly

and manners of those older than themselves.

wy

ExaMpLE.

Newark,

which

has,

>

w

TAT

-

THE

Lo

Sieledions.

|

i

:

other turn, the whole city, shining with its
littering wall, is full in’ view,
high above
fe dee Eras below,
Tred with this

,
en waters
n roar.

be

swollen wa

tl

their doen and solem

-| ceased their

.

And the oars are floating idly,
And the sail is drifting wet.

ny
he

Xr

father! Call my mother!
Ave that the boatman’s here ;
another,

And another, O!

4

Unto whom my soul is dear,

the

i

deep and

looked in his

. David,” said others;

sullen wave.

Yrrederto Rowland Warren.

that, in the church of Christ,” with "losing

and

shall

and keep

eastern side, people

were

** It is

the

~| Messiah, cometo reign over
And amongst those who came
helioving priests and, mocking
. «The
King was riding into

city on the

passing

to and

fro,and many,gathering palm branches from

the trees in the
ens, pressed forward up
the Mount of Olives, that lay between the
and the little village of Bethany; the
ghtness of the

festival, the

glad spring-

time, the shining walls of the city,
gave-a
hiness to the moving throrg, and they
looked eagerly for the approach of one who,
men said, was

drawing

near to

and whose wonderful deeds

the city,

were just now

on everybody's lips: fez;-elose by—in Bethany itsplf—he

had

called

ve one who had
ev some in the

forth

from

ople were

shouting

ing

of Lazarus.
ow, Bethany

the

as we

know now,

lay

thee

lay a

summit of the Mount

mile

of

Man,

promised

his people.”
out were unmen.
Jerusalem : the

hosanmnas.

beyond

th

and that

was about the same distance from Jerusalem. It was here that the Saviour had
been staying, and it was from here that he
set out this April morning (on Sunday
morning, as we think), to

go

with his dis-

that he

and all nations,

It was

was going up to

and

kingdoms, and

peoples, are drawn toward it. Think of
this: that the moment of Christ's greatest
earthly exaltation was when he was drawing near to that last great act of his life of
service.
The people. shouted “ King!”
They did not know that he was showing
himself their king by laying down his life
for them.— Riverside Magazine.
Se

Hidden Life.

at the raise

Olives,

is

ost

n-|-

to save,

The- keenest

‘handiwork

eyes

see-but

of God. Every

give them !” still
pathized with a

that

thy

little of the

drop of water

the

half done..

|

Redeemeris

i

was

smaller

than

the

dot

id

Bible.

Arthur spoke

of them

as

of alienating

childish comceptions of their pupils; and
how can they de this, except they themselves see clearly that the characters of the
Bible are real characters,

and the

scenes in

which they participated real scenes? .
Most of us are in mueh the state of the
blind man partially restored to sight, who
saw ‘‘men as trees walking.” We read of
Abraham and Moses and Joshua and David
as of mythical personages, as far removed
from us in nature as in time .and sumoundings.

and spread them

under

the youn

of ans in

In so doing, we lose much of the.val-

as persons, not as mere

one Christian make the

ures

convictions

‘comes in sight the
at city Jerusalem,
hidden before, now fitting its" walls into
“view.
'

by

which

divine in his character

church.

dwelling in seclusion with

—for these
¢¢ Hosanna
} hosanna 1” ghout the people. God by the
¢ Hosanna
to the Son of David ! Blessed swer from
“i8 he that comethin the name of the Lord. the prayer

her

and

own heait

all there i§ communion with
Spirit.
But there is an anabove,.syhich is especially for
of two or flitee. And in an age

mani.

na-

ture, He can ‘‘be touched with the fediing
of our infirmities."

they. do not

contact,

unmistakably

rious fact that, having partaken of oud
Examiner.

9,

share, a man living apart from the sin
about him in loneliness, a woman shrink-

ing from . unsympathetic

And

fest, let not the-human be ignored—the glo-

oolt's feet ; their king shall not ride so A believer separated from his fellow-creat-

common enrth’; they are his subjects, and
so thay cast the branches and the robes before him. And there, right before him,

abstractions.

especially in regard to. the central figure of
all, the precious Saviour—-while making the

The Unity of the Spirit.
nor does

There are times when our double-quick
march to the tomb is broken by halts.
They
may not be long; they may only last a few
minutes, or hours; but they are full of refreshment and peace, and should be improved by giving oyrselves up to reflestion
which we can not indulge while the march
goes on. The Saturday night halts are the
chief of these seasons of repose. Then we
break ranks and go home on furlough till
Monday morning, and the Sunday with its
sacred calm and joy comes
to refresh our

|.

Loi)

An Interceding Christ.
In contemplating the work of our Re-

From the voices of §the's multitude

these shouts ; psilms they
coming

valley

ories;- salubimg:

below, and |

mak

for they know

1

SoiY known.

. looking

So, sing

came

sang, and welp

triumphal
sho

but beliov:

separating believers from good, hearing the voice of man's necessities
scourgings; - and that after suffering death
for us, he arose from the grave, and ascend-

ed

upward,

holding

a line,

‘What

*

.

.

3

;”

Pd

£

[ANTED—AGENTS,

an
selfholy
obey |

the celebrated NOME

;

Save

MACHIN. Han the under-feed,
“lock stiteh” (alik
Hoensed,

Tho mpd

aides
eapest

ing machine in the market.

SON, CLARK & CO., Boston

ce

Ewing

makes the
fully

Jand i

y 1b

Mash.

Mo

.

.

in

burgh, Pa., Chicago, Il, or Bt. Louis, Mo,

y

.

;

:

CONSUMPTION POSITIVELY COREY,
UPHAM’S FRESH MEAT CURE

Does cure Bronchitis, Consumption, all Lung
Diseases, and Spitting of Blood, and strengthen
and build up the system to & healthy condition,

This has been tesled by Prof. Trosseau,¥n two
thousand cases, in thé" Hospitals of Paris, in
which it cured nearly every case; and in this

country Physicians are daily ordering and com' ‘mending it to their Patients. It has made some
astonishing fires, One Bottle will prove its
eflicacy. Sold at $1.00 per Bottle, or Six for
$5.00. Sent by Express to any address.

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,
602 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
Nathan E. Bedell, Agent for New England.
1ye3pl4
5)

theoretical
on instead
of walking
abroad among the poor, the sick and tempted, thé’busy and tired, fetching back a hundred living sermons bubbling in the heart;
lolling idly in costly parlors and dining and
wining with rich brethren and feeding
on
the plum-pudding
and mince pies of the

IDDER'S TONIC POWDER,

A sure relief for DYSPEPSIA and
eages arising from de:
ent of the digestive organs. Containing the best TONICS and
AROMATIC STIM
in a solid form, i is
the most economical article in use. It disolves instantly in water. STOWELL & CO.,
Charlestown, Mass.
nd for circular,
, Smi8

dear sisters, until, sick and weary of such a

life, a sensible man would long for the luxuries of bfan bread and cold potatoes; it is
spending hours and hours writing dry essays which no one else will ever read, rather than in studying the living world untilit
dwells richly within the heart, and pouring
it out to thirsty souls like-the gush of livin

Grateful Testimony.
The

nativein

a dying

- made to extract

who,

the oil scientifically. Wd a rooms =

culiar to this p:

tion, the

Plant
has been added to other

essen

oil

of the

table extracts,
and an

unequalled Toilet Article for the
Hair is the result. Itis
especially useful to prevent the hair from falling out or
owing thin, and as a wash for the scalp, to stimulate.
e hair bulbs and prevent the Eradual decay and loss of
color in the structure of the hair tubes. Price $1.00. DR.
KENNEDY, 120 Warren Street, Roxbury, Mass.

before

say

to

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company:

make

them

unknown.

burn

will find, that while, before he

this course,

he had

with

The

commenced

a thousand

question-

ings and difficulties, after he has done so, he

1 scarcely have an hour's trouble with
himself.
e “truth seems
to be this:
Christ is so kind and unexacting a master,
that he will not- let his servants fight two
battlesat once ; if they will take the sword
and go into the enemy’s camp, he will keep

the citadel for them ; if they will be about
his business, he will set their hearts entire-

ly at rest.—Dublin Tracts.

THE

and is case-hardened so a8 to run for years

Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been ex. °
“hibited.
:
‘BROCKPORT, N. Y.; April 10, 1869.
- J.D.
WEST— Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour. I then ground corn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat fasters 1 am perfectl

:

satisfied with it. Yours, &c.,
Naor,

FIFTEENTH.)

proof sheets of his piedes,

CHARM
CERTAINLY

THE

BE

” will be ready

ROOT & CADY, Chicago, IIL.
THE

WANTED

Machine

Co.

6t15

BVANS, Advortising Agent, 106 -Wash-

ington Street, BOSTON, MASS. -

box
yo

1817.

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITS

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
.

And its large varieties of 4

BOOK AND JOB TYPE,
and lately for its unrivaled

NEWSPAPER

FACES,

- Electrotyping in all its Branches,

JAMES
0w2

($225) A MONTHby

Kmtting

BOSTON, MASS, or 8ST. LOUIS, Mo.

“W.¢.

IN

.. -

ss

Addross orders to

6w15

American

in New England.

A. ST. JOHN,

Agent,

87 Kitby Strert, Boston,

0

AR
the

New York.

THE BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY,

IS

FOR' SALE EVERYWHERE,
GENTS

Agents,

—

GABLE SCREW WIRE.

3

Foundry

- COMMENCED

on All.

BOOTS ENED
& WITHSHOES
THE

The attachment. of

General

40 Cortlandt 8t,

DONE IN THE BEST MANNER.

UNANIMOUS VERDICT OF THE PEOPLE
“BEING GIVEN IN FAVOR OF.

PAST

J ID WENT,

First Letter

;

“ Patent Stamp

is

|

Price in boards, 35 cts., or $30 a hundred.

; 4wld

and

-J
pages, sent by mail, free. Teaches how to cure
all diseases of the person, skin, hair, eyes, compiexion, Write to 71¢
1y4.
oadway, New York.

SEASON,

As above announced, * THE CHARM

April 16th,

There

\ D™ 8.8. FITCH'S Family Physician, 06

The Great Sunday School Singing Book
OF

excellent

farmers aud feeders.
None should be wirhout one.
fits
ISAAC BARKLEY.”
Aa Send for Circular,
27

as they have come from the printer, and with every new
burst of thifliing poctey or fascinating melody, hase
wondered where
they could all come from. There is but
one solution — his heart burns with love for his work. Being Superintendent of one of the finest Sunday
Schools in
the country
the First Co)
ational
Church of
Chicago, being
the helper and friend of Messrs, Moody,
Jacobs, Whit e, Stearns, and other leading Sunday
school workers, he not only knows what is wanted, but is
inspired with thelr enthus asm. pp. 160,
rl

WILL

makes

tested.

bought of Jou gives perfect satisfaction.
I grind 7
or 8 bushels per hour; in fact, it is just the thing for

This book fs not intended to gupersede the *“ PRIZE,”
which is selling so raplaly that
the publishers are now
printing it in editions of 20,000 each, but is issued in deference to the wishes of thousands who have been charmed
by Mr. Bliss’s contributions to that standard work, and
who
demands more from the same gifted pen.
‘We do not hesitate to say, that for these friends, a great
surprise 18 in store. Mueh as they may expect, they will be
astonished at the wonderful versatility and
power of this
man, a8 shown in the words and music of “THE

THE

°

JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. Lniversity:
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869.
H. C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The
(Empire) Mill I

SINGING BOOK,

We baye seen the

It also

I consider it a boan to farmers,

it will be indispensable when once
but one opinion—it is a success.

By P. P. BLISS,

CHARM.”

R. M. PALMER”
N.Y., May 10, 1869.

WJ. D, WEST—Sir: 17 have used my No.3 Empire
Mill to my entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
revolutions ahd ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels
of corn perltour. Yours, &c¢.,
THOs. H. BATE.”
“The
Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
all that you represent it. If will grind with ease 6 to
Graham flour.
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without

lens expense.
It has takenthe First Premium at the
State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and

8 bushels of corn per.hour.
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injury, . It works with less power than any other,and
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And Sold by Agents everywhere.
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Every word we speak for Christ is pouring oil on the fires of grace in our own
heart, and will

Ww.

CORN'&MANUFACTURED
FEEDBY MILL
}

Speaking for Jesus.

J

~

condition,

the.hand and lead you to Jesus, and

~ A few years—back; the “angels came ang oe

was very dear tous all.

The virtues
of simple Tea asa Hair Tonic and Preserver have long
been known , but no attempts have been

London

him: ¢ Jesus! Jesus! this
is the man I told
you about. This is the man whom
you
sent-to tell me about your own love—this is
the man?”
/

‘I can not see it; but I know it is there
=

of the

:

tor; ‘“ I can see no kite—you can see none.”
[7

missions

his departure,
addressed him as follows:
“I am going; but you are to remain a little
longer.
nl get to heaven, I shall
9¥804y,
MENEELYS'BELLS. &
b
BES
for churches, Acadefirst of all praise and thank Jesus for havin,
$
mies, Factories, ete. of
saved a poor ¢reature like me ; and then FP
which more have been made at
tell him aboyt you, for it was you who first
this establishment than at all the
other foundriesin the county comtold me the way to heaven.
d then TI
bined. All bells warranted. Am
look about /and -see where the door is
illustrated catalogue sent free
upon application to E, A. & G.
ch the spirits goup; and if I
RB MENEELY,
place, that willbe where I will
West Troy, N.Y.
sit and wait for you." And when you come, |lyeow4l
oh! what a happy day that will be! And,
after our joyful meeting, I'll take you by TH=
EmrrnE

ou doing here, my little friend?” inquired
the minister.
“Flying my kite, sir,” was the prompt
reply. «
ar
A
‘* Flying your kite!” exclaimed the pasfor I feel it pull.”

South-Sea

Society furnish a touching little incident
that recently occarred on one of their stations. It is narrated by the Rev. Dr. Turner. oA missionary visited a converted

are

reached, there is ‘an irremediable, unavoid-.
loved us while in-the flesh. We are sure
able drawback attendant, and that ' is the
that she loves us none the less in her new
vow
unity
of
the
Spirit.
The
lo
|
ett-te
heaven,
log of the has in common with g multiut the great fact that we have still an: condition. Rising higher and’ still higher
the same joy which lie has all to, interceding Saviour, is too much out of our in the heay®h of heavens, we feel her influWhile we remember what he ence. Sheis with Christ, and, attracted by
0 Bis closet. And however a man thoughts.
i
We.

When-

to
or
or
to

their stomachs>neglected ; sitting down in
a study cudgelpg
‘their brains over a dry

one of his parishioners, and found seated in
the doorway a little boy with hands. extend-

our heart was not broken. The connecting
ties were lengthened, not broken. We
loved her while hers, we love her still. She

of controversy

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation.
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md Anti,
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A religous contemporary says it is not
preaching which kills preachers, but dyspsia, which they acquire at school or colege, where their minds are trained and

———
In the deepening
twilight of a summer
Svening a pastor called at the residence of

father David's kingdom, . Glory ! gloryin ,one another, even though through it there “and _ his cries for help, We remember also
cruel mockings and
should be higher and
better
ground to be that Christ endured
- the highest !”
ea

cometh: our

‘the divine influence!

:

MAN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

mpts other-

What Kills Preachers.

:

bore far above us, out of our sight one that

that

conduct, and say,

[It is'all very well, so long
own

contains in every number one complete

|

fountains; it is standing
up, half choke
with a still cravat and a close collar, bend-

deemer, .we are apt to think of him as he
was, when upon earth,
going about doing

Blessed is the Kingdom

of
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other matter,”

Peo- 3 of

in these secret promptings. Harden not
your heart when you hear that voice. The
pirit will leave you if you refuse obedience; every warning disregarded is a door
closed against future progress. If you do
not now the good which you can, the timé
will come when you can not do the good
that you would.—Rev. Dr. Hedge, in ‘‘Reason sn Religion.”
:

nN

ue to be derived from the history of their- bodies, rest our minds, and unstring the
lives. “For whatever things were writ- faculties so painfuliy distended by the week's
ten,” says Paul, “‘were for our instfuction, labor. There are other shorter halts, too;
that we through patience and consolation it may be at the breakfast table, when, bemay have hope
To experience the full ing a few minutes ahead of time, we linger
advantage of our “Christian liberty,” we over the morning meal to ask and answer
must enter deeply into its spirit, putting in- Dleasany little questions; it may be at miday, at a moment when all’
have left the
to active exercise all. our powers of mind to
and we find ourselves alone
endow anew with life the long dead, but al- counting-room,,
siways living, characters which illustrate its in the midst of a strange and solemn
lence; it may Ye at the close of the day,
ages.
:
P he main difficulty in the way of this when we wander slowly homeward, after
study .of Scriptural personages, probably, the toils of business, with the still twilight
isthe halo of saintly reverence. we have shadows closing around us; it maybe at
thrown around them as actors in Scriptural night, before slumber seals our eyelids as we
scenes. We have unconsciously removed rest on the pillow; it. may be on a journey,
them far from our own sympathies, and when we find ofrselves in ‘the midst of
1, or in a railway car.
placed them carefully on high, like beautiful strangers at a

sion break off fresh -branches, and strew
© them in the way ; they throw off their gar- " ‘One swallow does not take a summer,
ments,

k

‘while the fire burns, «It is God that speaks

As trainers of youth, we owe this to the need to reflect: calmly at times to know
and his dominion shall he from sea to sea, the lessons brought to our minds by the tel- ¢hildren
under our care. They
ought to how to act.— Exchange.
and from the river even unto the ends of escope, from. worlds afar, and by the mirow up with the clearest possible ideas of
croscope, from marvels so near, that to the
the-earth.,”’
And see, they have turned the “crown of naked eye they are all unseen, —Journal of the practical lessons to: be drawn from the v
I Feel it Pull.
lives of Bible characters, regarding them
:
‘he bl, a up fron he,
4
other pide streams Microscopy.

v

tween two

Do thus or so,

mar
Ye Sels ane fast
iso
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for years.
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ing the neck and cramping every ‘vocal organ in the attempt to read a prosy sermon,
The great miracle about St. francis of tall the face is livid and the brain is paraAssissi was his wonderfully pure, loving, lyzed, instead of standing erect free and
divinely sympathetic life. It is that which clear, and talking earnest common sense
fascinates, inspires, and charms all hearts. and good Dose} to persons who need it
His was a lavish extravagance of love, help- and love it, and long to hear it poured forth.

he

oug t to be able to enforce and deepén the-

ran

e
rong o
val people, with palmim
in their hands; thoyey cast; them |
down before the rider; the. whole
proces-

.

prays for thee.
He symdistresses; he means

St. Francis of Assissi.

on the earth, having like sympathies and
trials with ourselves, and of scenes as real

od the huge leviathan, who mak-

office of Sanford C. 1lill, Esq., the almanac
maker, at East Liverpool, Ohio, and exam-

He

le come to you; when

as no instinct of your

your pocket Bible. But. we pressed him inbeforb |. to our service, a prisoner in his house of
. and met others beyond, and brought them brass, ghd snugly covered him by a glass
them ; the word passed from lip to lip, slide, until we reviewed him beneath the
“The
d is come,”, and the multitude microscope. - His prison was less roomy:
swelled greater and
ter, as it moved on than the eye of a fine cambrio needle, yet
td on up the hill-side. There were those under the microscope, his liberties, ag well
tho had seen that rider as he touched the a8 his body, were greatly enlarged. That
deaf, tke blind, and the lame, and gave créature,
“to the naked, eye #n. small, was
hearing, sight, and strength
; some of now, apparently, as Fh “uta. bee, and statues, to be admired, not loved or imitat- All .these are halts in the march of life; we
ose who leaped
and ran beside him would white as snow, with Jimbs of'perfect sym- ed. Or, we have come
to regard them as cease for the time to feel the goad of busihave Iain helpless still, but for him; there metry and proportion. We were affected antiquated beings, belonging to a dead hess or necessity urging uf onward, and
were those who
had heard- his, wondrous by his efforts to be free. “He hifrried from past, to be laid aside as no longer avail- ‘yield purselves up tothe repose ot the morde, and there were many, very mary,
Our bodies rest,’ our minds become
sido to side-of his prison-house,
i
able for practical illustration. Either view ment.’
no doubt, who had heard of him from
the force: the walls apart! Through his clear, is fallacious. The prophets and holy men unstrung, the imminence of some necesneighbors, and pressed forward to catch transparent flesh could be seen
thé beatings of old were of like nature with, ourselves, sity to. be met on the moment vanishes,
sight of him. -But why did’ he “ride thus ? of his heart and the purple veins. of his with the same passions, frailties, hopes, and we have tinie to look at and
ghink
of
Qut of the hearts of devout men and women blood. His movements were ‘restless and joy and sorrows as ‘we, and the Bible de- things that have no connection with\cares,
came the answer from one of the pitiful as those of a newjy caged bird.
all
picts their characters with a vividness—ifwe but that may be more important than
old prophecies they had so often heard: If
could by some/maghnifier of sound, will but open our eyes to see it—unmatched "those cares. These moments of stillness
Re oice greatly, O daughter of Zion; have we
of “the great should not be regarded as-irksome;
heard his voice and understood his even by the marvelous verities
daughter of Jerusalem; behold,
.shout,
Joho, language, doubtless it would have been a master of human delineation, Shakspeare. should be given to reflection, for we thin
king
cometh
unto
thee;
he
is
y
&
th
ery for Eberly. : How wonderful This is done, ss before suggested, for our too little amid the clash and clangor of
’ Roving salvation; lowly and riding upon plaintive
are
the
works
of the
Almighty Hand! In instruction, and we ought to strive to make the struggles of our daily vocation, -Life,
an ass, andyupona colt the foal of an ass;
indeed,
demands action for us, but we
and he shall s
eace unto the heathen ; wisdom he hath made them all. How vast the most of the privilege.
him, they followed after, they

WArD-

reasons and the judgment of others.

He is praying for thee! Never

[}

would of other men and things of which he
knew—as of men who had lived and acted

answered for a saddle.
:
‘ined a drop of rain water. In that single
The gathered people saw the colt and its drop we counted near a hundred playful
mother led to Jesus; and on the young ass little creatures, Kppazeatiy as large
as the
he sat, and it bore him (its first load). over common house fly, frolicking and [risking
the path that led to Jerusalem, the mother about as merrily as minnows in a meadow
‘ following. People who live in the country brook!
are used to the sight of a mare drawing a Theh we reached a book fromthe shelf and
load, while iis little colt trots beside it, and dectected a speck of white insect hurrying
the eyes of the mother are ever watchful of off at adouble-quick to hide behind a grain
it; as Jesus rode the youl
colt, I think he
dust; for we had opened on him by sursaw the mother watching it. In the East, of
prise. The little fellow was retreating very
we know, the ass was the royal animal on rapidly ; for the shaking of a book leaf, or
which kings rode in time of peace; they even for as much of a leaf to tremble as
Wie the horse when they went into bat- would hold.a single letter, was to him a
8.
:
commotion equal to a hundred earthquakes.
And now the procéssion “moved on and But we pursued him, excited as he was, unup the slope. Inthe midst was the Lord til we chased him on.a bar of
polished brass,
ted upon the ass’s colt, with its mother and, by-a grand
rove him into
beside it ; about him were his disciples,and an intrenchment on the oar.
)
on the road.

"the throng that was movin,
At the sight of him people hastened toward

0A

like a mandate from above, to do, or forbear. It is always. wise to accept such
warnings, We can not hope.to prosperif
we
fice our own instinct to formal

as any going on to-day. ‘‘The book was fulness, humanity.’ He made himself a servto him, Tom saw, the most vivid and de- ant. No one ever made real, so well, so
lightful history of real people who might do long,—some twenty years,—Jesus’ idea of
atness. In the presence of such alife,
right or wrong, just like any one who was
ow vulgar and tawdry' becomes this imwalking about in Rugby—the doctor, or the
masters, or the sixth-form boys.” But fur- pertinence of myth and miracle! The sigther acquaintance with the sacred volume nificant thing is, he could make him$elf of
to a village, he bade two of his disciples go names and unknown orders, crawling, bur- made it at last to Tom alse ‘‘the great hu- ‘no reputation.
He could love the vilest of
ore him,
rowing; efseping. boring, leaping,running, man and divine book, and the men and his fellows. He could .trust utterlyto the
“ As you tome into it,” said he, * you will hopping and flying creatures, Out of sight women whom he had looked upon as quite Love that loves us all; to that his conseat once find an ass's colt, on which no one and beyond the hearing of men are innu- different from himself became his friends cration was entire. And how cheerful! In
of men hath ever sat; loose him, and b
:
health, his iad sonl tinted the whole
merable living things, They inhabit the: and counselors.”
him here
to me; And should any one
1 air we breathe, the water we drink, the food | “Tom and his friend were right. divinely. He saw God
in all
you,*
do ye this ?*38y,* The
Lord hath we eat. The move and have their being true way to make the Bible a praetical book, —sun, water, d wind,
fire, hardship, tribulaneed of him,’ and at once they will send in sweets an sourg—in the toughest flint and the characters it portrays useful exam- tion. He thanked him for ‘““our sister, the
hiro here.”
$
as well as in the mellow pulp of the
peach— ples—the end for which they were describ- death of the body.” His life was a beatitude ;
It was
as he said. They found an ass, in blossoms and fruits, h buds and leaves, ed—is. to realize its contents, Yet how an embodiment of the Sermon on the Mount.
and by her, her young colt; where the in roots and branches, in the bodies of ani- few of us really and constantly seek to do Beside its'sublime simplicity, intg«what figmother went, the colt went ; and when they mals—verily; in-our own human bodies are this in our reading’ and teaching
‘dignitaries
of the ‘ures dwindle all our pompous
took the colt with them, the mother follow- finy yenanis—populons colonies of little in~ Word? Children oftener “get the
t con- and scheming ecclesiastics! Better than
ell. ** What are you untying the colt for P" habitants,dwe ng and moving in our flesh, ception through their very credulity and all Protestant dogmatism is the teaching,
asked some who stood og
swered all too minute to be seen or comprehended.
Idlike ignorance than grown people, who Character of this Catholic saint.—Old and
that the Lord had need of him; andat
Life is everywhere. "Little lives are en- are apt to forget, in their re¥verence for the
ew.
that word the men "let the beast go, and, veloped within large
lives. = Other little Bible, the marvelous human interest atlikely enough, followed the disciples to. hves are free and isolated independencies. taching to its histexical and personal deHalts in Life.
Wheté the
rd stood. Upon the back of We recently looked through a microscope in Soripious. But the instructors of children

ich they wore, and made thufja covering

'

again be discouraged.
iY Saviour is pray- ever you feel yourself prompted
ing for thee !— American
Messenger.
good work, to any act of kindness
enial, to any course of discipline .
living, accept the “impulse, hasten
The Old Minister’s Rule.

; In “Tom Brown’s School Days at Rugby,”

eth it to boil like a pot. And therein, also,
ciplesto the great city.
any a time, no in m
varieties, are the lesser forms of
doubt, alone, or with them,
he had been life, running down to the animalcule, so
«over the path, and often crowds had attend- ‘small that one hundred and fifty millions of
6d him as he trod the mourtain- slope, and them weigh less than a
grain!
®
"
talked by the wayside; but now other
The atmosphere is full of life, and the dry
were in his mind. Drawing
tear land swarms with animals of unwritten

e colt they threw the light outer garments

in tem

such thing. If
is true doctrinein| matters of temporal import, how much more in
to save thee from all thy sins, The
go d things Retaining to our spiritual well-bework he has begun in thee he will not leave ing!
Resist not the sacred force! Beware

Tom is made to experience great surprise at
the famidiar, real way his friend Arthur had
of talking about the characters and scenes of"

teems with life. You can not quench your
thirst; even with the purest water, without
Swallowiug seus of puny lives. The ocean
is stirred

remember

Often

ir

| pet 0. ermpotal isliars, we. are. Warne

hardly be what they ought to be, as to faith,
hope and charity, perhaps in the next age
divisions will have ceased altogether.
It.
7
——
:
.
may be asked, perhaps, héw such a thing
A clergyman of eighty, mentioned, not
as that can ever be hoped for.” And certainly it can not be expected humanly, as long ago, that he had derived more benefit
ough from controversies having been ar- from the advice of an aged minister when
we J out,
But even as Jesus Christ, after he was ‘but ‘fourteen years old than he had
is resurrection, ap
ared among his dis- ever received in his whole life, The good
ciples suddenly, while the doors were shut, man- had recommended to him most strong80 berhaps he may again; and thus it may ly, that in whatever circumstances he might
happen
that the various churches of Chris- be placed he should never permit a day to
tendom, which to-day have their doors shut pass without reading 3 chapter in the Bible.
hrough his long
life he had endeavored
against one another, will ,some time find
themselves all included in one great fold, to follow this advice, and the blessing it had
By the manner! in which, through the spirit, been to him he could not estimate. Now
rist will manifest himself so asto be he repeated the advice enforced by his own
recognized of all, in one church and an- example, to all his young friends.
Sthery irrespectivel of walls of separa- We are .often at a loss what direction to
give to the. young who are willing to inon.
:
And at that time—oh, dear antieipa- ‘quire into thé way of life, and have ve TY |
indefinite notions as to what they shall do.
tion, sure though
as the heavens themselves, however
far off !=at that time We are always safe in sending them to the
Teach
Christians will know one another,, almost Bible. Urge them toread it much,
without a word, because of the spirit; and them to pray for the Holy Spirit to light up
think no person who will'sit
with assembling together, they will feel its pages.
joy ih the Holy Ghost, such as at present down daily and prayertullyto the reading
public worship stirs but rarely.
In medi- of the New Testament, really wishing to
tation, also, because of the ease with which become a Christian, will long remain unmen will apprehend spiritual things, it will converted.
Let us teach our children early to read it
be ds though
they ‘ were all taught of
every day,and to choose some ‘golden text”
God."—Miracles, Past and Present. .
for the day’s
guidance. Thus we may bring
the Bible into the every-day concerns of life,
and make it in reality
what it should be,
Making it Real.
the family
guide-book in the journey.of life.
—8. 8.
Times.

enter his kingdom by a new and strange
way, that no earthly king ever sought; in
that city was set up a throne like unto a
cross, and on that cross’ hung the Son of

been lying in it four
multitude there were,

perhaps, who had been present

endeavors

t, THE SIRUGGLES AND
SELYMEN,
.

the unity of the spirit, or Holy Spirit in raying for heal The same voice that was wise; but if Something wit in you says,
common, there is a great and geevous loss. fifvea up. on Calvary, saying, ‘Father, for- Do no such
, then
sure you do no

unday ; on Friday that
king bore
his cjoss to the place of ¢
ion, and the
The Entry into Jerusalem.
ople
chou
in derigbn.
Yet the
ma —
aviour's entry into Jerugglem was a triIt was spring time in Judea, and all the umphant
the people
ocotintry about Jerusalem was bustling with owned himone.king,Theandhearts™of
if the idle, thoughtgreat yearly feast of Passover less, disappointed ones turned away from
life, for the
was to be held ; dnd from distant places and
-| him, and cried,** Crucify him,” nevertheless
near, people had been flocking to the holy we know that the men and women: and
city, until not only was the city full, bat children,
made up the glad, shoutin
tents were pitched on the hill-sides, and throng on who
Sunday, knew his Jrusoues; an
among the
ens outside of the city walls. worshi
him thus. They did not know,
On one of
the great roads, that leadin

from Jericho, and entering the

all our

oudhush cumin

Fearful is the Denalty.

meant the confusion and the songs and
lad cries. ‘It 18 Jesus the prophet of
azareth,” said some; * Itis the Son of

-

Call them quick, for I am passing
Through the valley of the grave;
.
"Tam passing with te Joutian
. (Per

ts when they

wit)

0)
4

GREAT FORTUNES,

}

after,” that one thing, pur-

ea

| sued

TR

even with the
ground, and thy children
The spirit maybe quenched
in tke preswithin thee; and they shall’ not leave in ent
from one cause and’ another, as so
thee one stone upon another, because thou largely it is; butit can re-assert itself. If
Tiewess not the time when thou wert visit- ri
be clouded by skepticism, ' to-mored.”
row may- be broad daylight from a ** sun
And if in this
From the city helow, where the shouts with healing on its wings.”
"| were heard, people hastened to ask what age, because of sectarianism, Christians can

, splasheth

soe the boat nearmg;
the snowy sail is set,

agp

a

thee in on every side,

til

On the shore by angels

a

thee, and compass thee about,

~

‘Where the white wave, ris

Ne

that will I i

| and thine enemies shall cast a-trench about

the river flasheth

:

Divine Promptings. ”

or forevil. When we.can
have I desired of the Lord, |

the city, and of dissenters incur, an
it is | He ever liveth to make intercession for
, and heard knowing it, and even while, perhaps,
from heaven which they us. While such a voice is lifted up for us,
he broke forth’. the voice of Chrigt
‘¢ If thou hadst known, even thou, only in¢ obey, though they do not.go withont com- close to the éar of God, ought we not to
this thy day. the things that make for pensation from the grace of God, nor yet cherish the most Joytul hopef ¥
thy peade "but now they are hid from thine without that crown which “is speciall
* Poor, afflicted
disciple! When it seems
eyes. For evil days shall come upon thee, vouchsafed for martyrs. But yet, soit is as though there was no eye to pis or arm

Apa Be aansions of the blest.

Salem of my God

i

face as he sat turhed toward
Saw the tears come
to~hi
those sad words into which

soul, though stained with sorrow,
:
Arnding as the light of day,
Passes swiftly o’er those waters,
To the city far away.
ly,
uls have crossed before me, saint
St Fost, y.
Sot that lad of

J

a power for
say, “One thing

181
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MORNIN

that is Somiingito their cit
oriously on; they
they are leading thus
now, making
anpress along the road ;-

Passing over Jordan.
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A WEEKLY PAPER published at Chicago, devoted
“to reform and & higher and pion life among all the
cople. The'organ of no sect or party, but epeaks for

God, humanity, Jussice and fruth, . fearlessly and
plainly. A friend to all that is pure and
in or
out of the church. Contains ori nal syorie sof &
and

chaste

order

of excellence;

and. also

from some of the best friends of God and man,
in
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brings him back to consciousness. . That he ion and the Biblesfrom the
odetomaotof the mpl
knows full well; that, ever dear and ever where he has been
inopnse on the
altars of Science. The frankness does his
party is not the same thing as the state. the Bible, the volume is one ofthe most soil, but it needsa sunny temperament to | precious, is never forgotten,
This may be accounted for from two con+ heart credit, but his confession seems to, be
And when parfy prescription is held
to be significant and valuable that has appeared. start it up. Ie who thus goes about his
SFf har soriee,
| the highest law of the statesman, the era of It contains more than 1000. large octavo work, determined to doit well and to be siderations, First. It is to the Christian made at thie expenseo
WEDNESDAY, “APRIL 5, 1871.
good-natured about it, will fifd that to be ‘“ above every name,” and henoéplingers in
tyranny is dawning, and one can scent both _pages, and the paper and {ype are worthy
ri
corruption and peril in the air; We regog- ofthe contents. It is sold only by subserip- a farmer is a great deal, bitter than to be a the memory and comes back to therecolléct~ |
GEORGE, ™, DAY, Editor. el
Porvmcis. Tapronzgy. Dicuss...
-| er. when every thing else is lost.
nize gratefily- the ‘high-work—done by the- tion, ahd is put into various-styles of bind- Prince.
After all the corruption that has been iniio pil
vl
Second. It is a confirmation of the _duecd by political rings, and all the
Au communications designed for publication republican party, and see a large service ing to suit the tastes of purchasers,
shonldbe addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
ir;
Saviour’s promise—*Lo I am* with: ou “gains and salés that are understood to
yet
awaiting
its
hands.
Its
avowed
princiThe
Mormon
Problem.
The
superior
value
of
the.
work,
com.’
"business, remittances of money, &c., should be ad.
alway.” In our ‘deeper: being, where the carried out eveiy day in the lobbiés of our ~
ples seem to us sound; its declared policy - pared with every other of similar aim that
dressed to the Publisher.
compararive trifles of earth never enter, ~he legislatures, it is grateful to find that there
The
first
blow
of
the
pick.
on
the
Pacific
|
Appears
wholeseme
;
its
general
spirit
has
we
have
seen,
interests
us
to
call
to
it
the
aR
2
abides ever.—J, ¥.
The
later
record
‘| is a conscience against bribery, and a real
attention
of
our
readers.
Many
ministers
Railroad
gave
Brigham
Younga
very
unmuch
to
be
commended.
a
B"Closing. Party Breaches.
“fiorror as well d& contempt of the shamelessof it§ antagonist has been a very sorry one; and Sunday school teachers will want such comfortable feeling. He saw that, if the
ClO
Current
Topies.
its
avowed
principles
have
been
either
inness that élls a vote even for a huge price,
blows
were
repeated,
his
system
of
politics
‘a
work,
and
they
will
properly
be
satisfied
The great war among the republican definite or wretched; its, criticisms have. only withnghe best.
——
ov
and
morals
must
suffer
accordingly.
OthAlbany
is generally. set down as the great
leaders is not likely to come off & present. been very unfair; its proniises are such as
——SABBATH OBSERVANCE. . ‘The: growing mart of political brokers, and "what would
ers
besides
Brigham
perceiy
ed
the
inevitaIt was prophesied very confidently. It ‘was it lacks both the ability and the disposition
ble results, and while good Mormons were tendency to secularize the Sabbath meets be infamous elsewhere is there accounted
The whole campaign
declared inevitable.
The
Trepidations
of
Princes.
|
writhing in very agony, they meércilessly not only grief, but remonstrance and organ- tolerable virtug. But smoe it’le charged
to
keep.
We
should
greatly
regret,
as
was sketched out by the letter wigs. Many things are, to see the democratic party in
plied the pick and watched its effects. It ized opposition." Many men who are not that one Winans, a republican, actually
Who would wish tobe a Prince if he was confidently asserted that polygamy and Christians, but are lovers of good order and
republicans had already begun to wail over power, though we think its principles may
sold himself out to his political opponents
it. Nota few democrats were jubilant be really worse than its managers, as we must be harassed by the fears that torment its kindred evils could not thrive under in- friends of public virtue, perceive clearly
to enable them to carry a bad measure in the
A telegram in- tercourse with the outside world, and when that the Sabbath ‘is # bulwark against the
over its foreseen. issues, the chief of which fear the republican leaders ate less elevated Charles of Roumania?
New York legislature, and gota big price
was to be seen‘in their own elevation to
| formed us lately that he hardly dared to stringent legislation was urged in Congress disorganizing tendencies of vice which it
than their platform.
for his treachery, the outery, though having
7 power. There were those who had alréhdy
But it is time that our leading politicians sleep nights for fear of assassination, and a year or two ago, sagacious members said, is perilous to throw down. Hence they much malice and mortificationin ‘it, has’
ranged themselves.around what they sup- understood that party drill, and party when he does, he must have six burly
stand by the institution with settled purpose, been so strong and general, that there is
¢ Wait, and let the enginé mangle it.”
posed the standard of Sumner, while others
watch-words, and party dictation, and party guardsmen stationed about his bed do in-|
After two years, facts show that the sys- and declineto favor either the legislation some hopeof our politics even there. His
resolved at all hazards to stand by the discipline, and the cry of ¢ party in peril,” tercept designing hands. Even when he is tem is pretty well’ mangled. Dissensions
or the customs that tend to divest the day-of constituents have. sent him a hempen rope,
President. The artillery of denunciation can not scare nor coerce men into the sup- driven out it must be in a close carriage, have lately been rife among the saints;
its recognized sanctity. But the miost de- with the suggestion that he use it forthhad already begun to play, the bugles were port of what they believe both impolitic with armed horsemen about him and a over-tharrying. is denounced; liberty of
cided expression of interest appears in the with, as the only proper: step for such a
to
said
was
fight
desperate
a
sounding, and
and wrong.
Ifthey wish for votes, they: good open avenue to run away in if hostile conscience is asserted; fair trials in the formation of the ‘New England Sabbath man to take; and he is shot at by the press
the air
All at once
be at our doors.
must supply reasons, in the shape of hon- eyes look towards him.
Courts aré” demanded ; thie control of per- Association,” of which Rev. Dr. Hovey, of generally as was St. Sebastian by his theogrows calm, the speech of the belligerents
So we ask, what sensible man would be a sonal property is claimed; ; and the privi- Newton, Mass, is President, Rev. E. logical foes. Let us hope that the spasm of
orable
men
and
wholesome
measures.
No
becomes temperate, swords are sheathed, true man will be for a moment frightened Prince at such an inconvenience ?# Who lege.of living like their civilized neighbors
Knowlton Vice President for Me., and a anger may ripen into a moral conviction.
«and theheated and noisy crowd of specta- by the charge that he will imperil the par- would wish to_purchase sleep at such a cost, 18 “eafhiestly sought.
y
Consequently, the | large number of excellent men are embrac- We have/read few things more terrible in
|
tors that had hurried away to the prize ty by keeping to his convictions. And no or ride in a royal carriage attended by such late spasmodic attempts at proselyting have ed in its list of officers. They propose acits way, than this paragraph from the 7'rbring, go quietly’ home disappointed and
many Roumanian peas- effected but little ; the zeal of regular mem- tiye work, to influence the public mind
party is necessary, no, not for an hour, suspense’? How
une.
If the man is guilty as alleged, he deblushing. Gen. Grant reiffirms his fealty
whose continued supremacy requires the ants but daily take happier rides in their bers is already waning; many are forsak- through tire médium of the pulpit, the press, [Rerves the torture which he is enduring.
a
to the public will; Mr. Sumner makes
saerifice of the citizen’s honor, or ,forbids carts, or nightly find sweeter repose on ing the faith; and there seems to be quite &c. The New England Methodist Confer- At any rate we arenot sorry to see sucha
fresh avowal of his, attachment to republihim to think’ out his own duty, or voice his their straw beds? And then the suspicious a general desire to learn a better way.
‘ence,at its recent session, adopted a strong crime thus gibbeted:
|
’
can principles; Mr, Schurz urges his own remonstrance, or be true to his own Charles lives in continual fear ‘of poisoned
Thus the problem seems in a fair way to paper and some vigorous resolutions on the
It
is
probable
that
the
darkest
hour
in
the
friends to keep clear of all mere bolting
moral responsibility. A party must take food, refusing to take a mouthful of any- solve itself. The Pacific: road is carrying same subject, giving special approval to life of a woman is when she wakes on the .
movements; Mr. Howe handsomely apolcare to merit confidence and supply ade- thing unless it has been prepared with the in an element that subdues Mormonism. the Associati n referred to, as a Christian morning after the loss of her honor, and
ogizes for his strong accusations against
nate reasons for support. Thenit will not utmost precaution, and even then he is con- Like those plants which .can flourish only and timely agency. We copy the following feels how empty is the future,and how pe
his brother senator; a general smiling ‘and need to play the tyrant, nor turn YE eaniion: stantly expecting it may Jill him during
iful is the price of her infamy. The
hamtl-shaking succeeds; the sighs over the er, nor go vainly begging for_ friends, nor any one of the twenty-four hours that . fol- in the night, but droop and die in the sun-, samples of the resolutions adopted, which, with its possibilities of honest life, se a
light, so this system can not endure to be as. mightbe expected, are very unequivocal spect, and the esteem of others, is gone forNew Hampshire election are drowned in
low the eating of -it.
,
fear the loss of its royalty.
ever, Nothing is left but mere
living on
looked upon by the eye of an advanced giv- and equaliy characteristic :
ns
over the reports from Copthe jubilatio
How many of the laboring mén who read ilization. It tries, indeed, “to creep away
the wages of shathe, which stick to the finResolved, That we look, with duopest gers and burn them like boiling pitch. A.
necticut ; the seeming reiction against fhe |
the Star, and who fréquently imagine their into the darkness of St. George; a city that
grief and alarm, upon the prevailing disre- leper, when he first discovers the fatal whitadministration is said to have spent its
Apparatus for Biblical Study.
lot'a hard one, would
exchunge their im- it is building for itself farther south and out card of the religious sanctity of the Lord's
ening of his skin, is not more Jonel¥ Into
force, and the Republican Party is deelared
plements of labor for that Prince's scepter, of the way of travelers; but itis doubtful Day , as seen in the ope ning of various kinds this moral prizon-house ORANGE S.
WINANS
Instead of
sure of continued . supremacy.
Whatever takes the student directly to the or would be King of the Roumanians at the if it can now find any place where it can of traffic, harbor and railroad travel and entered on Saturday. He may. try te braza real war, we are told that there was only Bible, gives him the means of obtaining its loss of that comfortable trust which they can
excursions, political - gatherings and proenjoy continued isolation. Even the ap- cessions, ple asure driving, secular concerts, en out his foul misfortune, but he can not
a slight family quarié],which deserves to be clear testimony, imparts interest and prom- repose in their honest! neighbors? It is
conceal from himself his sense of the perparently faithful ones who
follow the lectures and shows, opening of post-offices, manent worthlessness of the life he has stainremembered only as a caution and a ‘warn- ises success, is of especial value. It requires. something of a privilegg to drive out of a
Prophet to this new- City of the Saints, will publishing and sale of daily papers, and ed and polluted. In all the alms-houses and
”
ing for the future.
sunny morning, with the birds singing all
care, patiénce, painstaking, and some skill
carry the seeds of old dissensions in their especially in the or ranized effort to destroy penitentiaries of the . State there exists toWe rejoice over these symptoms of mod- to study it thorbughly by subjects. The around, and fresh life starting on every garments, to spring upin time and bear the Sabbath by legislative inte rf. rence and day no creature so needing, but beyond the
wll
eration and friendliness.
Personal quar- testimony which it bears may be only par- hand, and the cordial greetings of neighbors hurtful fruit. Discussing the situation late- action.
pity of charitable hearts.
Resolved, That we rejoice in the fidelity
tially
inspected,
and
so
the
verdiet
is
not
infalling
on
the
ear,—even
if
it
be
in
an
oxrels among public men are doubly pitiable
——
ly, the Boston ddveriiser says:
of the Massachusetts Legislature to the theand mischievous. Gen. Grant is too patri- telligently made up. One may be misled by cart, and on the way to a hard day’s work.
ory and practice of our fathers, in
i refusing ——Post
MorTEM Dispray.
ExtravaBrigham doubtless feels that the lines of to sanction the opening of public libraries
otic and honest tobe accused of willful a sound which is mistaken for sense. Be- Better this, than a seat in a cushioned carMen
later days have not fallen info pleasant upon the Sabbath ; believing,as we do, that gante finds a sphere everywhere.
usurpation, even when he carries the spirit cause a given word is found, there may be riage, to cringe at the sound of every un- his
places. He must regard these prospering the Public-Library bill was a pretext of the are not free from it.
Indeed,
it
may
be
as
and methods of the soldier into the sphere an unwarrantable conviction that a truth has" familiar voice, and to fear a ha
grenade and aggressive, Gentile * settlements with a
combined irreligion and infidelity of the prevalent among them as among women;
been
substantiated.
*~A
thorough
analysis
of
of the statesman; and Mr. Sumner’s record
sense of danger; more than that, ‘lie must day to unchristianize the Commonwealth,
from every street corner.
only it assumes forms that make it leas obshould save him from the charge of trying the Bible, and a wise and true classification.
Not every ruler is thus beset vy dangers, see equal danger from the dissensions 1n- stultify her history, and sabstitute atheism
vious,
less laughable it may be, and less a
side
the
church,
Moreover,
the
“outside
to break up the great party which he, more of all its passages under définite and proper real or imagined, nor is every prince to be
for Christianity as the basis of our political,
tanget for general satire.
Women love
world
has
discovered
the
mines
he
has
so
heads
and
subjects,
so
that
one
may
readily
educational,
and
social
institutions.
»
than any other single man, has marshaled
compassioned simply because he bears that jealously guarded, and within the last six
Resolved, That it is sin-against God and outward display, and dualge it freely,—in
and inspired ‘and energized and dignified, see just what the Bible says, and all that it title ; but on the-whole there is more real months a large accession has been made
man for us to oblige, ask, invite, or allow a
even when he boldly lays bare the faults says, upon any point in question, —this isa happiness among the lowly” than among to the population of the territorhi a class. fellow creature to secularize “The Lord’s dress, in furniture, in ‘etiquette, in gossip,
in set forms of speech, in parties, in supwork
whose
value
is
obvious
and
whowe
newho
are
ikely
to
treat
ie
aut
gets,
with,
and the follies. of its standard-bearers. If
those
who wear crowns;
and honest,
Day” for our pleasure or profit; and that pers, &. To gratify this taste many of
an
ut ves
urther, the.Presi- the exigencies of the times demand that
both men superabound in will, neither lacks cessity has been often confessed.
though it be humble, toil almost always
De is og
ok officers into his ions
Several attemps have been made to meet brings back sweet sleep to its pillow. The by
should be “a peculiar people” them sacrifice their modesty, and then barin character or service.
Both have been
domain who interpret law and the Consti- in‘the earth, by a strict and cheerful observ- “ter away their honor. Because of this amthis
want;
and
a
number
of
volumes,
ofdif|.
earnest and heated, but they have also been
man who eats food that he knows.is ground tution quite Spal
either his ideas ance of the Lord's Day in this respect.
| bition for display, they frighten young men
sincere and self-devoted, and they are men ferent degrees of merit, have been offered fronf the peasantry by heavy taxes and orbits Wishes.
e Schistn in the church
from the idea of marriage.
The ambition
against polygamy are steadwho never scorn the soberer and wiser sec- to the public. *‘‘Simmons’s Scripture Manws, can hardlybe supposed to enjoy and the revolt
goes with them like a shadow
to the very
ily
increasing
;
ho
several
reli
ousiod
——ART
AND
RELIGION.
The
American
ual”
has
had
a
wide
sale
and
use;
and,
ond thought. The objects which they are
it’ like one who has raised it from his own
ies—notably the Methodists—are preparing Tract Society, New York, has undertaken a gates
of
death.
But
it
was
left
fora woseeking are true ones, and they will not though it iis not exhaustive, and sometimes acres by the sweat of his own brow. In to plant their standards at the doore of the
new
thing,
which
most
richly
deserves
to
knowingly put personal interests before the exhibits defects both in the classification spite of ourselves, we have to depend main- tabernacle, and struggle with the elders
for the embodiment of her
ruling passion
welfare of the country. They are both pro- and arrangement of materials, it has served ly on a elear conscience for the relish with | and apostles for the possession of souls: succeed. Unless the tasts of the religious
at
her
obsequies.
She
had
carefully
arrangpublic
is
less-developed
or
more
perverted
“ The political party of the future” isa
nounced republicans, and they do not want an excellent purpose. It is available, handy which we take our dinners.
ed
with
an
undertaker
to
get
up
a
splenthan
we
are
willing
to
believe,
there
is
litsubject
of
earnest
discussion
in
all
the
It is just now the season in which farmers northern part of the territqgy
faith in the party with which they are so and cheap. “Eadie's Analytical Concord; it will’ .em- tle doubt of its success. ‘We refer to the did funeral.
The coffin, the" eiboie:
ance ” and ** West's Analysis ” have .been begin the real work of the year. These brace not merely the Gentiles, but the so_«closely identified.
.
the
publicationof * The Illustrated. Christian carriages, the plumes, the drapings,
But this recent experience suggests a few brought forward and met strong approval. ‘bright, sunny mornings, while idle wealth galled apostates, the Mormon opponents of Weekly,” a paper in quarto form, whose mourning gloves, &c., &e., were
all
pre©
i
bed, and” the successful mer: pe fms and the revolters against priestthings that it now seems proper to say. They are valuble for their fullness, and is lying in
arranged, She meant to have the thing
mechanical
excellences
are
many
and
large,
espotism
in
matters
of
conscience.
they
save
much
labor.
But
they
have
manchant is riding to his marblé store, and
y The frst is, that the charges flung at Mr.
up--with—uanequaled-- ~magnificence..
Y Whichever way Brigham looks, he can which is edited by Rev. Lyman Abbott, a done
» Samner, on"account of his exposure of the ifest defects in plan and argangement. Both “Shousands are sitting comfortably at their | not fail to note ominous portents.
This man of fine culture, broad views, quick Her administrator was-to-settiethe bills,80
policy of the administration in trying to se- of them are little else than reprints, with desks, he must begin the hard work that season will array against him a great force sympathies, and who wields a facile and she said, and the knight ofthe cemetery,
cure San Domingo, prove the existence of slight modifications, of the work of Talbot. ends only with sunset, and that must be of opronents in his’ own city; and if he
nothing loth, tqok the order, gave his promrengwed with sunrise. When he digs he transters the seat of the hierarchy to St. brilliant pen, and which numbers among its
intense partisanship that threatens mischief. Eadie frankly confesses his indebtedness,
ise and fulfilled his contract. Me brought
contributors
many
of
the
best
and.
most
atGeorge,
the
enemy
will
follow
himin
anBeeause Mr. Sumner exposed the wrong while West gives creditgrudgingly and in will think of those who write, and perhaps other year. Turn aboutas ke will, he can
tractive of our religious writers. But the in a bill of about $1,400. The administrapolicy of the President, he is accusedof a way that tends to mislead a reader. Both envy them ; while.in fact he is doing a more find little comfort in any quarter. The striking feature appears in its illustrations. for suspected fraud, and refused to pay it.
treachery, of sacrificing his principles, of these works preserve the faults as well asthe necessary work, and may be doing it much railway and its ‘resulting intercourse are Judging from the first two issues, these are The case went into the courts, and so the
being in league with democrats to crush the excellences of the original. The late edi- better. Plowing, he will wish he could be sure. to' work his ‘overthrow "at no distant to be every way excellent. They are full facts became public. It is a pitiable story,
day. Mormonism asa form of religious
aZministration, and of turning his back up- tions of West show an attempt to remedy driving a matched span instead, and sow- faith may enduge man y. ears; but
Mor- of character in subject, and the artistic exe- having a lesson and a warning, which may
defects
by
means’
of
numerous
and
someing,
he
will
seriously
wish
that.each
kernel
on the truths which he has been valiantly
Weddings are
monism as a ‘system whic!
upholds polyg- cution is highly creditable to all parties con- have little effect however.
what
cumbrous
‘appendixes
and
indexes,
might yield a nest of dollars as some men's amy and denies freedom of conscience is
defending for thirty years. Men who have
already
so
expensive
as
to
scare prudent .
cerned. It is meant to furnish something |
idolized him turn round and pelt him with but the success is only partial. Something investments seem to do. And thus it will near its downfall.
people;
funerals
threaten
to
go beyond
attractive
for
the
family,
so
that
there
will
be a strange thing’ if his work does n't = becurses. Yesterday they gave him a place better was possible and needed.
Not only suafy Christian, but every good cease to be a seeming need of carrying into them. Extravagance is making it unbear+
That
better
thing
bas
just
appeared
in
the
come drudgery, and he satisfied that his lot citizen, is anxiously awaiting this predictwith Pym and Hampden; to-day they pat
the domestic circle the illustrated papers ably expensive to live; a stepor two farhim in the category with Aaron Burr and ¢ Analysis of the Bible,” edited by Prof: R. D. is the hardest of any man’s in existence.
ed downfall,
The characters that have that tend to corrupt. even while they gratify. ther, and many ‘can hardly afford to die.
and publishdd
by A. J. Johnson,
Now a sensible farmer, *if he stops to _been ruined by the- -gystem, the lives it has
Benedict Arnold. Till he told the truth Hitcheoek,
Artis thus called in to aid religion, to reabout San Domingo he was a grand States- of New York. Talbot’s\work is confessedly think, does n’t need to be told that he is |’ cursed, and the future of misery that it has’ fine taste, to exalt the home, to vivify and
the
basis
of
this
new
Analysis,
as
it
is
sure
about
the
most
princely
man
that
lives,
nor
man and a rare hero; having done that, he
fastened uponso many, make ita grave impress-high- thoughts, and’so render the ——EDUCATIONAL LEGISLATION. The need
to
be
chiefly
the
basis
of
any
volume
of
this
that
his
business
isthe
most
honorable,
and
is only a selfish politician who strikes with
‘charge against the Christian - nation that lessons of life plainer and more practical. of an educated people is impressing all
But the work of revision has therefore the most satisfying, of any that is gives it a home.
something of the recklessness of Catiline, character.
We hopefully await the This Society has large resources, it has thoughtful men; The mischiefs of igno* The very men whose peans were still trefi- been very careful ad thorough. The entire followed. But sometimes they do not stop results of another year’s intercourse with the shown eminent enterprise, it has a wide- rance in a republic, the indifference of
to think ; they get tired, then they think world, the efforts of those religious po
many parents on the subject, the prevalence
bling in the air, broke out in satire and ob- Bible is subjected to analysis and brought
spread constituency and ‘great hosts of of truancy, &c., all combine to induce many
into use. The arrangement of subjects is. that each day, during all the spring, and that are attempting their new work amon
jargation.
| largely new. The classification of passages summer, and fall, must beas laborious as them, and the effects of all the better pur- friends. Its new project ought to enlist of our leading public men to fayor what is,
“What was the matter?
What had Mr.
has been made with close study and critical this one is ; they contrast their own condi- poses that are springing up in the hearts of all. these elements and achieve a speedy called compulsory. education. The princiSumner done?
Had he taken a bribe?
skill. -The latest and best results of Biblical tion with that of the Governor, or ‘some the Mormons. themselves. © May they be triumph. The paper is furnished at $2 per ple is urged with increasing strength and
Had he plotted for power and place ? Had
criticism and interpretation are used to in- ~other dignitary who seems to have a very graniads a épeedy release from their error year.
by many earnest voices, andis growing in
he betrayed confidence ? Had he sunk his
sure accuracy. A natural order is maintain- easy time of it, and whose ease their votes
favor in spite of the obvious objection,
honor? Had he entered into any conspira~——THE DEVELOPMENT THEORY.
Mr. Dar- that it puts into the hands of the magistrate
ed in the headings and sub-headings. Each have helped to secure ; they become dissatcy? . Had he leaguéd himself with the men
win ‘has sent out his second volume, in the prerogatives that really belong only to
subject is logically unfolded, feature by fea- isfied ; their farms look rough and toilful;
Christ never Foviotten,
whose principles and policy he has so often
which he fully unfolds his theory of thé nat- ‘the parent and guardion. At the same
ture. andystep by step, untill the testimony their buildings look old and homely; they
and so fearlessly denounced?
Had he
ural
descent of man. He is very frankin his time, there is an increasing opposition to
of
Scripture
is
exhausted.
Cross
references
even
disrespect
themselves
after
a
while
for
The
record
of
the
death
of
my
old
friend,
shown any abatenient of devotion’ to the
avowals, and makes no attempt to disguise ‘grants by the State in aid of anything that
show
the
double
or
many-sided
purpose
having
such
rough,
hard
hands,
and
wearthe
Rev.
D.
W.
McKoon,
found
in
‘the
last
great ends with which his ‘whole public life
vd
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48 identified? Nothing of ‘the kind. Very
' . * few ventured to accuse him of these things.
Nobody whose opinions had weight, suspected him of these things.
His one fault
was his opposition -to measures which he
~ ‘was sure were unauthorized, and which he
* helieved would work mischief to his party
. and his country. And the great bodyof
his countrymen, now that they know the
facts; agree With him in opinion. His of-

ro

Le

which certain passages serve.

The several

ing such dirty clothes, and already farming

Star, brought to my mind an extraordinary

has resolved itself into
ost menial of Joe gem in his case, witnessed durifig his
easily understood, and they make ‘every- occupations.
sickness and temporary loss of reason, some
thing in the work readily available. A moIt is thisclass that corid profitably pon- twenty-four years ago. I was present with
ment suffices té discover what the Bible der on the, condition of the Roumanian him one day, during the severest part of his
says upon any topic, or any given branch of Prince, When they work in the field, let illness, ‘when, as stated in the paper, he
the topic, and all that it-says. Another mo- them remember how little fear they have of |° was unable to recognize the members of
ment is sufficientto determine under what the worker in the next lot; when they sit his famify. Though we had been for severhead
or lieads any passage in the Bibleis down to table,—themselves thoroughly hun- al years on the, most familiar terms of acarranged, and so indirectly to learn the im- gry and the table substantially covered, —
2 little or no evidence of
port of its testimony. Itisa work which let them reflect how much better it is to eat
the several hours I
fense was, that he did not hlind his eyes to
has cost immense labor,and the care bestow- their food in confidence because their o
ew Christ. While
4 was with him; but he
_ the faults
of the: republican party ‘and its
wife" the family were at
ed upon it by those who have lately work- industry has raised it and ‘their
President, and that he would break the sihas prepared it, than it would be to partake with him alone, he ro
up for a moment,
lence which the party leaders were bent on ed under Prof. Hitchcock's supervision, fs | of costly viands, any one of which an exand engaged with me in a brief prayer. He
evidently of the most intelligent and’ con:
_mafhtaining. - He had,in a word, refused to scientious sort. The result appears in a asperated servant might have poisoned; seemed to be aware that his mind had lost
-aecept
party dictation, and his one great
volume whose ferits far exceed those be- and when they retire to bed, and friendly its balance ; but one expression struck me
«orime was, that he was endangering the sulonging to anything under a Sutin -‘name sleep is literally coaxing them to her em- with great force. #t ran something likc
~ gwemacy of that party in the country by his
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res, His independence which has ebafed
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non of Seripture, including a history of by unfavorable comparisons, any task = teeach of thie separate books Of the Bible; a dious, will not so frequently intrude itself,
Qyvlopedia giving an account of all the re- Laboring in the field, one will feel more like
ligious sects that have flourished, dnd statis- singing and less like croaking; and restties of the various existing denominations ; ing at home he will be a less fretful
his family more’ shoer.
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the fact that, according to the idea of maybe regarded as seetarian. Even Conwhat he calls “Natural Selection,”—but gress is the theater of efforts to make eéduwhich somebody has miore appropriately | cation generally conpulsory and anti-dedescribed as ““The Survival of the Fittest,” hominational. Several © practical sugges-.
—man has come up along the intermediate tions have been made ‘on the subject. Onstages, from the polyp, through the oyster, ly the other day, a: senator submitted the
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no fossil remains have been discovered
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found anchor on the “Rock of Ages.”
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Long Meter Doxology, The Professor appeared
greatly moved and gratified by this unexpected
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President

Harris,

of

Bowdoin

College,

has

been elected to the Dwight Professorship of Didactic Theology in the Yale Divinity School. This
is the chair which was: vacatedby the death of
Dr. Taylor, and has been filled provisionally

in the

8. W. CoweLL, For H. M. Com.
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univer-
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and some by letter,

joes of the pastor, and resort tp it as an
easier method of making up a fylpcompen-

steadily increased.

a smaller fix-

Tt is true that the space occupied by dg-

Christian

Association

states

that during

the past year, 458 have been connected with the
Home, 249. Ey transient, and the remainder as

Our conferencds have near-

permanent

Boarders.

The

Association

is bur-

dened with a debt of $4,300. In addition to this,the
current

ipts have failed to meet the current ex-

penses, Owing in part to the very unusual amount
.of sickress with which the Home has been visit-

the church and society of Liberty, Ill, for a do-

of that Society for the. last, year,

which amount~
“nation acknowledgments is not very con- ‘nation on the eveningw of Feb. 7th,
25 0
bate
Rev. E. Place Dadd and wife tender thanks
totheir friends in Limerick for a :donation of
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of intelligence
ing revivals’of
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vo J.
We
of fellowship, by T. E. Peden.

Richland church,

church, June 16—18,
-

work is so abundantly repaying the sacri.fices.and
labors bestowed upon it. To the
Lord of the harvest let us all humbly ascribe the praise.
‘
:

churches was

refreshed,

ten backsliders have again returned to Fathhopefully

Praisethe Lord for his goodJ. M. ALLEN.

10-12.
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<The church is 4

M.
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miles
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Gleneral.
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- The state Baptist anniversaries of Rhode Island’

for 1871 will be held in®awtucket on the 54th

Mass.,

of its young
It

is
and

has

both

‘tions in the audience room of its house

of wor

“ship. The pulpit and platform have been won‘derfully improved, so that "the preacher's
i
tion has become an attractive place, in _.
senses than one, The congregation has’ enlarg‘ed, the meetings exhibit a good degree of interost, the work of making collections for benevolent objects goes on well, according to a system
which was sometime since adopted, and a umt-

2d people co-work heartily with a pastor who
commands both their confidence and

sympathy.

and 25th instant.

Xirg
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Reports ave. rife that the Rev. Mr, Hepworth,
who

lately

from Boston to take charge of

went

treasurer's report, as read, showed the balance

in the treasury at the present time to be $2427,41, the receipts from the gymuasium alone hav.
ing been $1141, while the expenses had amount-

ia

ed to only $820.

to Scripture, to the pastoral letters of many bish-

Concord, N. H.

the earliesttimes, and to the decisions

of couricild, and that it is contragy to the consti-

The affairs of the Methodist Book Concern are,

Concord,
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o
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one,

Ha,

to effect a division

even in their local éhurches; and we will venture the assertion that not an Association in the
entirelength and breadth
of the United States has
felt the

slightest

ripple caused by the novel no-
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- CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
This little book has béen revised by
has* been clothed in an en-

y new dress, and presents a very
comely appearance. It should be in
every Baptist family. * Let every pas- .
tor and church*member have a copy of

tigel

this newly revised and useful book.—
only 25 cts.; in paper
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if they are as valuable as others heretofore received from the same
soured, they will be entirely satisfactory. They far

printing of cuts and pinting in colors,
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Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage,
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Foreign Mission:
per W H Bowen.
Maine 8t, Lewiston, Me,

ton, te senior agent, has on his own responsibil-

a8 well as several of the city pastors participated. ‘instructed them to go over the books of the ConThe public examination of Bro. Dame in: the’ af- cérn from 1852 down to the presont time, and externoon preceding the installation services, was
amine thoroughly into all the receipts and payboth interesting and highly satisfactory, showing ments, the general accounts, and the mothods of
‘that he had chosen his gphere by the aid - of in- doing businessin the house. , =~
:
telligent convictions, that his apprehension of the
The
St.
Louis.
Baptist
says,.
speaking
of
the
duties and responsibilities of the Christian min> _dstry was distinct, that his theological views were whole country: “The few open commuuionists
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It 'is believed, therefore, that all
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it seems, to be inquired into after all,
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Lute Falconer,
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Bright Day
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.
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;
copacy. |
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-
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Boy's Heaven, «-
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Fulda; maintaining that the dogmais opposed

‘the Rev. Dr, Qsgood’s Unitarian church in New
York, is folowing dispredecessor over-10-Hpis-

There are now 8000 booksin the lbrary.
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F W Lyford, Quincey, IT.
Mission boxes, Kingsfield, Me, per E Winslow,
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The promised reply of Dr. Dollinger to-the
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Light from the Cross,
Contradictions ; or, High Life in Edgerton,
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A Rainy Day at School;
Birthday Present,

ii.
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Union
Mrs B

Archbishop of Munich, justifying lis resistance
to the dogma of Infallibility,
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‘Home

in a truly

of the best offices in she largest cities

rior quality, and its mechanieal excellence is
in form, can Be easily carried in the pocket, and 1s equal to that of any other paper of ‘its class.
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All communications intended for publicasingle book, when bound in cloth, 40 cents ; per doz;

Geo 8 Ricker, Lewiston, Me,
John Bunker, Ellsworth, Me.
RevE W Porter, Bath, Me.

Protestant spirit, she grants perfect liberty and
equality to her Roman Catholic subjects. .

it healthy ?

Progress
at Lowell.

in Lowell,

though,

hp.

"The Sacred Melodies | use of Sunday

N H.

Meader, Pawnee,

iy

encé of twelve years, and that in some

Has been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type throughout
It has & large number of sclectéd and choice Tunes
as well as many of our best Hymns. It1s compact
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with barg-yard manure only. I'have kept them separate in my cellar, and I find those raised with PhosBosSTON, MASS., Q. M.~Held its April session phate are mostly sound, not half a bushel damaged
with the Lowell church. The: reports from . the in twelve hundred btishels, while those raised with
churches were not as encouraging as at some
barn-yard manure are at least one-sixth rotten. The
previous sessions, but the interest in conference
good throughout, the services connected potatoes were planted about the same time, and had
was
about equal chances and equal care. Those raised
with the examination and installation of Bro.
vith Phosphate, yielded at least twenty per cent.
Dame,as pastor of the Lowell church, adding
more than those raised without the Phosphate. New,
Rev. L. L. Harmon regreatly to the same,
orted the Rockingham Q. M. Appointed Cor. will some of your scientific farmers tellus the reason
M., Rev. E. of this, and also the reason why so much trouble
ess, as follows: New Durham Q.
Blake; with rotten potatoes of late years? I raised potatoes
A. Stockman; Rockingham, Rev, C. Any1. church
Western R. 1., Rev. A. P, Troy.
on new goil before I ever saw Bradley’s Phosphate,
the next session, will please notify the and
desiring
had no trohible with their rotting. There must
;
clerk at Boston, Tmeditly:

"Ministers ‘and Churches.

Dame,

church,
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will Baptist Printing Establishment, for the

?

Jere Morse, 8 Newbury,
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is in all'her institu-

Protestant;

ENTITLED
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Rev E Crowell, Phenix, N Y.
gins, Canterbury, N H.
MEL]
Mrs John
Houghtaling, State Road,

York, Boston, and. Philadel-

SOMETHING NEW!
TEE WORK

Forwarded,

BY MAIL.

In Rome itself,” however, very little

tutions of most European states.

south-east of Indianola, Warren Coguig, VisitBurgis,
ing brethren will call oi Bro. Wm.
JOHN W. BENNUM, Clerk.
:

Orsiric, N. Y. The Lord has graciously revived his work among us of late, The

earnest pastor, Rev. J. E.

P.

June, at 2 o'clock,

Revivals, dc. -

_ prospering under the labors

3

yet we felt it was good tobe there. The next
session will be held with i Otter Chapel church,
Sabbath’ ‘in,
commencing Friday before the first

or two (by mail) from their full libraries?
A. H MORRELL.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va., April 17.

The F. Baptist church

Books

vote as far as possible for Roman Catholic

tions essentially

Owingto bad roads the attendance was not large,

(an not our mifisters send us a booi

converted.
ness.

Catholic party has returned more

small minority. Germany

came

Those present

quite small.

sion with the Fairview

also

young men

been

and so long as the enlight~

confidencé’is felt in these resuits. The Parliament will, after all, only number about 70 of
such Roman Catholic members as make their religion part of their political creed; and thisis a

SouTH RIVER, Iowa, Q. M.—Held its last ses-

who are anticipating the work of the minis-

seven have

ple to

members.

. A. E. WiLsoN, Clerk.

his Systematic Theology, .to put into the

er's House, and

Roman

G. P.

New
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semblies. Perhaps it was on account of the influence of the priests, who instructed their peo-
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Addresses.
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fornierly to the Prussian and North German As-

As the trav-

Phoenix church, commencing June 2.

appeal in the Star and sentus three dollars!
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and its

in
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lief,
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,
CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE and THROAT DISEASES,
they have a soothing gffect.
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and stiengthen the voice:
:
« Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the
Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are offered, which are good for nothing. Be sure to OBT
:
:
Y
the true
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
R

L. Sargent, Huntington, Vt.
I.J.
Wilkins, Laport city, Iowa,
"E. 8. Bumpus, Canal, Pa.
D.W.C.
Durgln, Newmarket,N. H.
K. F., Higgins, Rensselaer, Ind,
P. Randall, Steuben, Ohio.

candidates to the new German Parliament than

with a mind to work,” and a very interesting
Next session with the
season was enjoyed,

books

One good dister has responded to the recent

quickened

by this Association

WiER

for them, or money to purchase the same?

been

furnished

~Held- its. March sesa church. Nearly all
the churches reported by letter, but on account
of the bad state of the roads, the delegdtion from

"The poor ministers here are in great want

church has

17—19.

March

with

session

The

eling Waa vert bad the attendance of delegates
was small.
©
me
ot conference were
for worship full of
harmonious, and the mee
Three Mile Grove
the
with
interest, Next session

Those who have felt an interest in this
. anission will, rejoice to know that the good

try.

was

Jackson

of the ministry inthe follow=

TAMA Q. M.—Held its last

with a larger number than usual.

~hands of all our ministers, and

I.

On Sabbath, Rev. R.

set apartto A

amination on Thursday and Friday of that
week was very gratifying té the committee.
The spring term opened oh Tuesday last,

Butler's Comm ntary,

is

cause of pure and undefiled religion.

was

Wilson,

Hon. H. 8. Bundy, Hon. J. T.

Stewart,

The winter term of the Normal School
at the Perry, closed on the 81stult. The ex-

want Dr.

anized,

Charles Goo, Bev ci. IL. Jackson, Teaiah Ww.
Rev. T. J. Ferguson,
elding Spears,
aC
Rev. TW. , Stewart, Rev. T. E. Peden and Geo.

“Town and Kearnéysville. There is also
some revival interest at Winchmsfer and

We

o

W. Martin was
Rev. J.
received into the 3 M.
received
as Cor. Mess. front AthensQ. M. Electrgons members of the Exed the followi
ecutive Board of Randall Academy for the current year, viz.: Gillem Hawks, Major. She
hérd,Benjamin F, kee, John C. H. Cobb, John

and four at the latter place.
Others are in waiting for the rite at Lee

us good

for the exerclsé of their Christian graces.

Remedy.

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES

Superintendents

ened and liberal spirit of its present managers
‘prevail in its councils it will greatly serve the

SHILOR Q. M.—Held its last session with the
2d Albany church, April 8,9. All the churches, except Gallipolis, reported by letter and del-

insts.,and at Harper's Ferry on the 16th,
there being eleven candidates at the forméf,

Who will send

than

. Quarterly Meetings.

The ordinance of baptism was administered at Martinsburg, on the 2d and 9th

of books.

acknowledges a

Oflice

has been selected with. great care from

will most invariably give instant re-
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“The Association is

There is really no higher expression of intelligent Christian zeal and enterprise in this city
magnificent building;

Froedmen’s Mission N ofes.

&

tunity

Rey.

A

0 ow,

Jenkins ;—Home

unishment,

HIAl

.

type made: by first-class manufactures

neglect often results mn an incurable
Lung Disease.
j

we

prosecuting its Christian work in all the various
departments with great vigor, and the young
men who belong to it find it an excellent oppor-

donation from his friends in Canterbury, of $50.

work ; in fine, anything and everything by
way of information, advice, or suggestion,
that may tend to enlighten or inspire the
host of workers in the good cause ? ** Think
Ex-PASTOR.
on these things."

The floating

only.§$17,456.32, leaving a balance of 14,923.58

in favor of the building.

to $75.

gratefully

Rev. J. B. Higgins

how they

and

more attractive and .useful,

are

soeiety”

last winter,

of them;

comes

and what

|.

penses of the building,including interest on debt,

Rev. S. W. Cowell acknowle 1ze3 a liberal donation received from the East Orange people

benevolent con-

of increasing

tributions, &c.,

in Washington, Vt., amounting

Rev
*
+
“
+
*

be established to provide for the payment of the
funded debt of ‘$150,000.
The new building is a
source of revenue to the Association; the income
from rents amounting to $32,379.90, while the ex-

presents

edge the receipt of a donation und other

during the past year from the church and

operations sand their results; devices for
freeing churches from debt and of securing

parsonages,

.
5
acknowl-

gratefully

wif:

Post

debt has been canceled, and a sinking fund is to

ed to $118,60.

siderable; but might it not, with a little ex-

Rev.D.

and Pimple

‘ing

:

"The Job type is’ entitely new, and

Requires. immediate attention, as

OWH hn
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Blanchard (—Restarrettion, Rey..C. B. Mills —=Sanctification, Rev. 8. J. Fowler ;—Ministerial Qualifications, Rev H. E.
ipple;—-Nectasity of the Incarnation, Rev. P. W.
Perry;—Election, Rev. E. J
Howes j—Divine and human Agency in man’s Salvation, Rev. F. P. Augir;—Extemporancous Preaching,
Rev. G. P Linderman ;—Cant, Rev.J. H. Minar ;
Question Box, Answers by Rev F.-W,
Straight.
The above exércises, with the exdeption of opentng sermon, are not to exceed
n minutes in
length, and to be written or extemporaneous, as each
speaker may choose.
Lai”
By order of Com.,
J. H. MAYNARD, Sec.

“ed. When’ it has the full number of hoarders,
and ‘each one pays. her bills, the Home is selfsustain
him
and
success
attend
his
labors.
until
pt
supporting, but such a year asthe last dem‘ed salary on this account?
M,N. Cowan.
+
reward.
his
to
called
:| onstrates the need of a fund from which to
These questions being answered “in-the:{. "Sidney, Me., April 18; 1871,
draw.
)
affirmative, it were difficult to see why this
The Eighteenth Annual Report of the Young
(oid
Donations.
;
+part of the compensation should be made
Men’s Christian Association for the City of New
public, rather than any other, or the whole.
Rev. J. M. Kayser and wife return thanks to York is an encourjgging presentation of the work
made, and does he not accept

Rev. Wm.

Rev. H. A. Barker ;-Future

The annual Report of the Boston Young Wom-

flourishing Sabbath school, in which he has taken
a deep interest, He leaves us with our warmest
sympathies;and earnest prayers that grace may

+ Atonement,

lege.
en's

The past year we have had a

for Thursda

YORK.

foQR
|,
RR

M.,

give gheat satisfaction to the frigpds of Yale Col-

ly doubled in the number of attendants, apd in
interest. Our congregation on the Sabbath has

sation P
3. Is not this the understanding on the
part of the pastor, when the .engagement is

Y.

Missions, Rev. 8. Bathrick;—Fuith, Rev.B. ¥. Herrick ;—Promotion of Revivals, Rev. E. R. Clark
Spiritualism, Rev. F. W. Straight ;—Sabbath Schools,

Brother B, has been a prompt, earnest and
faithful’ laborer, Throughout his ministrations
the cliurch has enjoyed a season of harmony and
prosperity, Ten have been added by baptism

of doing ‘most excellent work.

81, N.Y.

COLD or SORE THROAT

at Elsle, commencing May 81, at 7 o'clock, P. M.
Opening sermop, Rev. A. J. Davis ;—Alternate, Rev.
G. P. Linderman.
Programme

best.in use, and is, of course, capable

Pe
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gince that time by Prof. Porter and Dr. Bacon.

us the first Sabbath in May.

Bra

the Hinckley ¢huyrch, commencing Frida y» Ma
at 2 o'clock, P, M. | Those coming by railroad will
Cl jhe soot caxd'at Cleveland for West House,
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meeting.
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| Dr. Harris declined the same position five years
Rev. 8, Bowden, who has been pastor over the
since, and his acceptance at the present time will
Free Baptist church in Sidney, Me., will close

2. Do not the churches regard the dona«tion as a consideration in part for the serv-

“

recently quite

"the students all arose and united in singing the

There are several vacant. pastorates

the pastor has

-

sal ?

West.

Corinth, Vt., Q. M., and laborers are {nvited to
the field with the encouragement of fair compen-
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ext session with the
i
May 26,
Clerk,

3d Alexander church,
at 2 o'clock, P.M.

D., the venerable

Ancol
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and friends on his behalf.

and commences his labors the first of May.

tained. But no one would advise that.
Let us see how the matter stands.
ig of mak1. Is it not true that the
‘nigh

address,

“

to the pastorate of the church in Sutton,

they are in excess of salary, does not appear, Should the amount of salary, itself
be stated, » nearer estimate might be at-

even well

Office

Hodge;

meet his class for two’ or three weeks. Much
uneasiness was entertained among his students

Rev. E. Smith has received and accepted a call

ecipts of donations, even if it be stated that

ing an-annual donation to

Vt.

8

Senior Professor in ‘Princeton Theological Sem-

:

pg to | Rev. C.B, Peckham has resigned. his present
It certainly would be . very gratifyi are pastorate and will correspond with any church

approciated, and that their “services are securingto them anditheir families at least

Charles
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gists everywhere.
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perity. Having outgrown old: difficulties which
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Many leading men, North and South,
of

this ‘general

and formerly conneeted with one or more Episcopal churches: in Chicago, has nnounced
in a

stating. that their pastor,

Rev. H. P. Mansur, is about to/ resign the pas~
torate. Bro. M. has preached acceptably to the

of
punishment

in
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Me., Union Society,
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The New Treatise,

just revised

by order

of the General Conference, can, now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each/copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more eopied, Orders are solicited,
et
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“THE

MORNIN G- STAR,

A PRIL R6, 187 1.
To

Potry.
Nid

Wise.

It was the boatman Ronsalee,

;

seek for mother

And he #hiled through the mists so white;

Tell her we have a bright fire by which
may warm her podr. cold hands.”
This reply seemed to decide the boy.
drew his wooden stool to the side of
wall, and stepping upon it, reached to

.

'

For one little lady lived in the wood,

Like a flower that hides from the day;

Her name was Jenny—they called her the ood,

And the name of the other was May;

And her palace windows looked en the flood,
‘Where they softly sailed away.

mother think, when she

With our Ronsalee that day;

7

But what was a little house in the wood
To a palace grand and gay?
ig
80 he gave his heart to Jenny, the good.

And his hand he gave to May.

OO

storm was still

1 silently return

’

Td holy realms unseen,
‘Where death hati never been,
‘Where He hath his abode,
Who is my. God!

:

Upon this tree of night.

homeward journey. Feeling too sick to
proceed, she stopped at one of the houses
where she was acquainted, and rested her-

* Yet ere another sun
His race shall have begun,
I shall have passed from sight,

self. + Her friends told

-

These twilight skies above, *™

declined their

that crowd,

One of the silent multitude
‘With every-yarying pace,

Across the water's face!
Soon must I pass from earth,
To the calm azure of my better birth,
;
My sky of holy bliss;

gal

With Him in love and peace\
>

“To have my long abode,

to

remain,

utes, at the rate

wks

dove,

To-morrow to my peaceful olive grove *

Returning in glad haste,
Across time’s billowy waste,
For evermore to rest

|

Upon the faithful breast
Of Him whois my King,
My Christ, my God.

* Life is the changing deep,
And I a little wave,
Rising a moment, ‘andfhen passing down
Amid my fellows, toa peaceful grave ;
For this is not my rest,
It is not here I can be blést;

.

Far from this sea-of strife,
‘With Christ is hid my life,
‘With Christ my, glorious Lord,
My King and God!
Life is a well-strung lyre,
And I a wandering note,
Struck from its cunning chords, and left

alone

A momentin the quivering air to float ;
And upward from this earthly jarring fly,

To Yorm 3 truer note above,
ong of joy and love,

ol

Fan y Circle.
Little Carl..

Night was coming over the little Swedish
All day the snow

had

in this

fallen,

and

now the cold wind of thatmorthern country
blew across a dreary waste of trackless
white., Bright fires lighted the spacious
kitchens, and gave an air of comfort to the
houses which dotted the surface of the snow.

The little rosy-cheeked boys and girls, tired
out with play, had. covered their bright
eyes with their soft pink lids, and were then

journeyingin the beautiful land of dreams.
About two miles from the village-stood

a

ee

The world is notoriously unjust to its vet-

seventeen,

passage, and feel for "those who have still to |

bear
‘|

the pressure

of the pain they

have

oreaked

‘and

_ groanedin the leafless trees without,

and

itself a study and revelation of character.

HIS OWN HISTORIAN.

© Same Publishers,

There are the beautiful old women who

fi

interest in the history, the selene, the prog-

Tllustratioris of

1

n

fusion of soft lace and tender grays, and
the silks, and somber velvet, and there are
the original and individual old: ladies who
dress themselves after their own kind, like’
Mrs. Basil Montagu and Miss Jane Porter,
and have cachet of their own with which
fashion has nothing to do. And. there are
the old women who wear rusty black stuft
and ugly, helmet-likecaps; and those who
affect uniformity and going with the stream

Never lose an opportunity ” seeing any- ing sympathies and cultivated intellect
thing. beautiful.
Beauty is’ [God's hand- ‘holds a better court thar 'is known to finy
writing—a wayside sacrament ; welbome: in one of those miserable old creatures,” who'

earnestly, with your eyes;

draught, a eup of blessing.

’tis a charmed

tf

\

prowl about the gay places of the world,
and wrestle with the young for the crown

her snow-white cap,

in’, no way, do you?”

ments, offall evil.

0,

.

"by

and we set the young author down as one of the
most promising of all our New England essay‘ists and critics. Mr. Whipple has kept on galning breadth and subtilty, until heis quo
an authority

yond

in his

own

department, even

the sea, But these earlier

bo

efforts keep

their flavor, and not only bear a re-reading, but,
though perhaps seeming a little less wonderful

than they did twenty years: ago, they stirand
thrillus even now, in s
of the retained familiarity with their
leagfng thoughts and much
of thelr richest rhetoric. They are most fully
worth reproducing, and can hardly fail to fipd a

urglly out of the veneration which they awaken
and the Christian gratitude which is asbociated
with their sacred work, : But it is’ not easy

to keep alive the full and real image of men

new generation of uppreciative readers.

wltose personal qualities were peculiar and marked, and whose presence had much to do with the
impression which they produced:
- Written words

oTES, Explanato

men as we may - study them in the light of such
records as these volumes supply. They speak

Good morning, Was

and Practical,
P
on the Epistle

work that is always needed, and in which every

sermons,

specimens.

of

his

pithy

=~

Leavis FROM tHE
N. R.,. author

Slory Se. th
ToT 10mew po Yo

Don’t Totus Come. to See You! 4

~—

BOOK AND ITS

of “ The

Jnore

Book

d its

. The author of this vole is an animiated, rev:
erent, believing and. earnest— student of the

Bible, and his style and -method of dealihe with

rong of classic. times—to the mother of
Israel before whom, the tribes paid obei-

\
’

rd
»

’

Rachel

listened

in wonder;

but Jessie

are

clear

and

ful,

run

or

N;

* Bimilia ‘Similibus

J. G. Whyte-Melville

5

Curantur.”

author

of “ The

reter,” ete. New York: Leypoldt,
illiams.

By

Inter-

Holt &

1871. octavo. paper covers. pp. 159.

Sold by E. J. Lane & Co,

The odd title of this book will whet
and

induce

a commencement

of the

curiosity narrative.

The freshness, power and interestof the story will be pretty sule to hold the reader when ofice
it has grasped his thought.
send out nothing that is t
demoralizing.
:

These publishers
common-place or

MOTHERLESS ; or.
Parisian a
the French of Me
Guizot De
Witt, By
the author of * John Halifax,
Gentleman”

For Girls in their teens. WithIllustrations,

NW

OY oie: Harper

&

pp
The pictures of the true

ra,

1871 12mo.

domestic life in Par-

is, when it can be found, as it can be by favored
observers, are always attractive; both in the
subject and the skill which marks the execution.

of both author and translator guar-

antee something wholesome in this volume;

but

‘one must read ‘it to find the rare charm which
runs through it from Degtuitug to end. Itis de

Hghhullf pleasant.

2

Diiny OF THE BRESPEGED RESIDE: NT IN PARIS.
By H. N. Labouchere, M. P. Same Publish-

|-

ers, &c. 1871, paper covers. octavo. pp. 131.
The letters from Paris during the siege, print-

ed in the London Daily News, were widely

the great lessons taught by the narrative are often

no straining after effeet, but a most diligent
and resolute search for full information, and a

philosophic

teachand

B8tiil, this book has

both

er; but it is not that of the

scholarly

interpreter,

interest and value, in spite of the fact that per-

rss

|

é

in it falls S010, WRY Hort

of the proms

THE Mobi, PRAYER. A Course
of Lectures
on the Lord’s Prayer, By George 0© . Baldwin
D.'D, suthor = ‘“ RepresentativeNa:

ete,

& Hhepard,

1871, 16mo.

pp. 208, Sold Bae B. 1 Lane& Co.
feel how much 1d
felt so happy; . fo k. After all that has been written upon the series

he took away all the lonely feeling from my
heart.”

explanations

for saying all that is redli¥) needful,
M.

cop--

fed by both the English and Ameriean papers.

f brief petitions that most. of us

have been

wontto repeat from -otir ‘early childbood, Dr.

Baldwin has many things that are very frésh,

Suggestive, forcible
1
wd eminently fitting to say.

thorough fidelity in reporting the actual condition
of things in every department of Parisian life,
They ell the story of the besieged city very
clearly, fairly. and effectively, The publishers

have done the public a service

in reprinting

them in this more permanent form.
bid

¥

A TERRIBLE TEMPTATION.
A Story of to-day.
By Charles Reade, authorof ‘‘ Foul Play,” etc.

Boston: James R. Osgood & Co, 1871, paper.
octavo. pp, 38.

.

This is the first part of the new serial which
this author is writing, which appears in Epery
Saturday, and which promidés to illustrate his
high artistic and dramatic, power as a writer,
quite as fully as anything which he has heretofore done. Since thedeath of Dickens, Reade is
of living novelists.
confossently, at the head
| S—

Priaon & Oo. New York and Boston, keep on with their “work of supplying new and fresh
musi,

[]

promises of the Lauds are male

the narrative which runs through the ‘Scriptures
are such as serve to invest it with special fresh-

which heis forward enough to raise, and uses
I haven’tseen any, I something
like: declamatio

Then Jesus used to come close to my

e

Toore. 18m.

ness, and make it exhibit at once and in harmo-’ They were plain, fair, intelligent, detailing facts
nious proportions both a haman and a divine el- instead of circulating fancies, cool and critical,
ment. The salient points are happily seized, and ‘without partisanship or cynicism, There. was

But Rachel did not seem to understand;

you.

and

thas fifty x. ustraobegh C urter rte &
others.

1 impressively brought out and forcibly urged. But

old as you, dnd took her by the hand and
raised her up and made .her well. Once I|

the

The names

STORY.

meter.

Boston : sande

greatly into detail,and are not free oom ep
The prolixity seems at times needless, and onethird of the space would have seemingly sufficed

|

heard about you and am come to bring you . the. author. Ja nok adapled 10 dédl with seme of
some flowers. See how sweet they smell.” the question‘in topography, sacred eriticisni, &c.,

bedside, and make me
loved me. -After that

All

» fortHl descrip

direutionsig aval,

good
im the body of this volume. The statements

Still,
also
that
maklarge

-

With

consul

rs

they forever hint at a vigor of spirit which they
almost never
fairly exhibit.
We are sure
that they were far more effective in the delivery
than they would appear to be in the reading,
and that they seldom enable a stranger to
form a just and adequate idea of the mental massiveness, the scholarly culture, the large knowledge and the religious depth which lay behind
them. The reporter has plainly missed the flex-

. By

was vary sick, too, and had to lie in bed like

tain

in his own

er, though that may have been unavoidable.
even for what is here we are grateful, and
for the shadows of unrevealed excellence
are ever and anon flung across these pages,
ing them suggest -even more than the
amount which they tell.
:

of ia

tion of Gas-Meters,

fervor. And yet they are quite unsatisfying.
They denote far more power than they embody ;

Pin

80 in her own simple way, Jessie told her
about the kind Saviour, saying, ‘‘He took
notice 6f just ‘such children as you and I.
One day he wert to see a sick girl, about as

economical
use

and

ible strength and the choice aroma of the preach-

ob

is this

TLV GAsOUNGIuERS GUIDE: A Hand Books oo]
ruction on
the proper managemen

calm but striking words, andit sufficesto make
his mission understood quite as well as though it
covered five timed the space. We have seer no
better biography for the use of the great mass of
readers,—One enjoys reading these reported sermons of M’Clintock, for théy are full of plain,
solid, nutritious, discriminating and evangelical
thought, and they have both mellowness and

i

to live in this street only a few days ago.

the

moderate sized volume, told mostly

liked ” they were married.

excellent

a fit place on any center table.

find exhilaration and stimulus in it.—The significant story of Wesley’s wonderful, laborious
and fruitful life is happily
need in this

day, as is the law and custom in Massachu-

and

and the very suggestive introduction,—all ‘combine to produce a choice yolume that would “find

within sueh a compass, and one will never fail fo

Widow Jones were duly published the.next

beautiful

cial traits, his methods,
his power; and his successes; are numerous, often striking, never lack-

aphoristie spoech, &c., are characteristic and suggestive. It is as good a portraiture as can be had

want, do sayso!”
The intentipns. of Widower Smith and the

way

book. Binding,
letterpress, illustrations, the
arrangement of the Proverbs. into metric form, _

‘his

I'm the cow you

setts, and as soon as they were * st

on

Tomah.
octavo. pp.

real help
is to be taken and prized.
The
sketches of Whitefield are intensely
vivid, appreciative, glowing, almost
The incidents illustrating his character, his
ing'in good taste and judgment, and are richly
worth preserving. And the brief extracts from

was getting awkward, and at last Mrs.
Jones broke out :—
“Law! Mr. Smith, i

of woman hood who, will not grow ‘and can

has been developed in various countries. Hard:
ly: anywhere else can so large an amount of. information be gathered up within equal space and

farther removed from omnipotence than they in so uitractive a form. ——
did. They yet nobly exalt the grace of God,
longer
ministry of | Historical
Smith, you couldnt even if they can no glorify.the
Gilbert, and grefaced by Shige
better.
A poor lone reconciligtionas théy have done. And so we welflow York: Carlton & Lanahan.
come these volumes as something that may do a

other. It was a highly interesting moment.
* Old Roan is a faithful old milch, and so
is Brindle—but I have known better.” A
long stare succeeded this speech—the pause

‘ Ah, that they do.

styles of engraving, anda history of the art as it

as are here presented us, even if they part. with
some of the royalty which they once wore. They
still wield rare powers, even though they seem

She sighed, and they both looked at each

.

well classified information touching the various

effectively through such reminiscences and Words

“The. Downing cow I knew
before the
late Mr. Jones bought her.” Ti
sighed atthe allusion to the late
MF. Jones.

and the garlands—those wretched simulacra
not become wise, She is the best kind
of an old lady extant, answering to the mat-

Avarice = vanity 1ase the prinipl ‘ele

Edwin

stance and form they seemed very admirable,

est and most grateful sort, is one that grows nat-

n when there ought
little Carl, half covered with the glistening fashionable old lady who haunts the theaters don’t know when,” said Rachel, raising ‘her- to be the careful weighing of evidence. He is
self to look at them.
‘rather a rhetorician than a critic; and he deals
Snow. Tenderly they bore it to the house and drawing-room, be wigged, befrizzed, 4
ghastly
in
lier
vain
attempt
to
appear
yoyng,
now and then with what calls for the cool und
The
girls
soon’
became
acquainted,
and
and laid it on his little bed. Even those
judicial mind after thé maumerof the homilist
‘after
that,
Jessie
wasa
frequent
visitor
in
hideous
in
her
frenzied
clutéh
at
‘the
pleasures
rough men could not refrain from tears
and exhorter, He speaks far too confidently
when they saw the mother’s grief and heard -melting from the grasp, desperate in her, Rachel's room. She would read to her, sin g the elainis of mount Serbal to be the real§
to her, and help her in many little ways.
in opposition to.those of Jebel Mousa; he seeks |
how bravely Carl had Started out in, search wild hold upona life that is ‘passing away
One day, on parting with her little friend, to make far more out of the inscriptions
from hei rapidly, knows nothing of the
of her,
upon
Rachel said, “* Oh, I can’t bear to have you the_ pictured rocks of the peninsula than any.
ina and her mother still live in” “the quiet dignity and happiness of her anciént
modest and competent scholar could bring himol ouse, and whenever the ind roars, sister who hag, ybeen’ wise enough to re- go, I'm so lonely.” =
self to approve, and he draWs niéanings from
‘nounce
before
pr)
lost.
.
The
child
looked
up
with
a
sweet.
pitying
| down the chimney and the storm beats
facts
passages in which imaginatton has in
In her own house, where gather a small gaze, and said, Don’t Jesus come ‘to see Inore and
the house, they thiuk of * that night.
prominent part than learning or logic. In |
you,
Rachel
?»
knot of men of mind and women of charachis sphere he is an an able and valuable

offered
no consolation to the lonely - little it every fair face, every fair sky, every fair
ones within. | Aftera while, the boy suc- flower, and thank Him for it, - the fountain
a
i
nm
Yes, she of loveliness; and drink it in, simply and

oi, i IAL y

AND LIFE.

E. J. Lane
and Co.

A Portrait-

LiviING WORDS: or, writen:
Sion; b
John M’Clintock, Wy
LL.
Phonogrphitally. 3} ith a Preface byhod
anes,
Same Publishers, 1871. 12mo. pp. 380,
The effort to perpetuate the memory and the influence of those who have been honoréd as effective
preachers, and whose work has been of the high-

pictures by a pro-

which re-

approaching, they found the body of faithful

Their list of publications is longpvaried

and choice, whether meant for the voice or the
instrument. The following are among théidr late
issues:
|

BroveN CHORALS, from

F. Schneider's

Prati-

eal organ school.

AVE EARL (Holy Spirit, he our prayer.) By
B\ F. Baki

ONLY £ pid

BROOK.

Song. and chorus,

By ,

M. W. Hackelton.

EMPEROR WILLIAMS MARCH, a8 paved by the
+ Joyal Prussian Bands. Musi ht
en,
a

TOURISTEN Garor.
-

A»
ols

“

oe

‘the unpitying wind

r—

LITERATURE

his character, labors and achievements, From
his own diaries. BY Revs:
Rev. Edwin L. Janes,

. Rachel, though but a child, was a ripple,
One day as she lay upon
main -at home, and let “the world come to and very poor.
The last words were said. very faintly,
| her bed, weeping, a soft voice “said, * May
them.
and he sank down into the white snow and
They have dove with the Po ‘and glit- Icomein?” She lookedup and saw a pleasfell asleep. God heard his prayer and gave |
ter
of life, and they no longer care to carry ant little girl, apparently as poor asherself,
him *“ some warm,” ' He rested, poor little
gray
hairs abroad; they retain ‘their hold who said :
Weary one, not on the cold bed of snow, but
My Hiothe came
on the affections of their kind ; they take an | “I'am Jessie Wells.
in society ; they are of the kind

here was silence for a few momeiits,
and then a blast of wind roared down the
\oehituneoy and suiilod the. window. With a which brought them such sorrow and their ter, where the young bring their perplexiCarl suck’joy:- ~The Metinii,
rror, the little one shid :
ties and the mature their deeper thoughts,
“0 Carl | hear the wind. Dear mother, |
the dear old lady of ripe experierice and lov-

:' But

WESLEY

They are women not met much

overcome.

which hid'the many imperfections of the old | When the storm had ceased, the work- ress of the day, but they rest. tranquil and
house.
Now, however, inthe depth of win- | men, clearing the snow from the road, saw content by their own firesides, and they-sit to
tex, it was very gloomy. The vines were a small, dark object not far from them. On} receive, but do not go out to gather. The

“do come hometo Mina.”

on general principles and a lively imagination, The very dress of old ladies is in

and all the more so

and long since having consented to become
physieally old, they never drift’ into unby the fire, and forgot all about the wind in
personableness or neglect.
dreams of mother and Carl.
While retaining the intellectual vivacity
Onward and onward into the storm-plodand active sympathies of maturity, they
ded the boy. His hands’ ached with the
have added the softness, the mellowness,
cold ; but ‘ Mother’s hands must be colder
the tempering, got only from experience
than mine,” he thought. , Colder and coldand
advancing age; they are women who
er he grew, but his courage did not fail. ' At
have
seen
and known and read a good deal,
last he raised his face to the dark sky, claspand who had suffered much, but whose soted his little numb hands together, and said:
nor soured them.
#0 kind Father ! please to give Carl some rows had neither hardened
Rather have made them more sympathetic
warm, for he's getting so cold out "here. in
of others, and pitiful for
the storm.”
. with the sorrows
all the young. They have lived through
Then he started on again. - Slower and
‘and lived down all their own trials, and
slower he walked.
His limbs were numb,
and a dreadful weariness was slowly. creep- have come into peace.on the other side;
ing upon him. After going a few rods they may remember the trials of the fiery
further, he again stopped and said :
>
¢ Mother, I'll come pretty soon; you
won't care if I stop a moment to rest; for
I'll come—T1l come.”

and sympathetic heart, and a.power that at firsp ~
compels attention and then makes it a pleasure
and a source of profit,” ‘We take special satisfac
tion in commending this book. Its outward beauty and richness fitly inteydnce the reader to the.
interior wealth,

We read the most of these lectures many
ure of
George Whitefield, M. A., filustrated by anecdotes and incidents, By Rev. J. + | Yoary since, on the issueof the earliest edition,
B. Wakeley., New York: Carlton &
‘ere wonderfully charmed, quickened and
1871, 12mo. pp. 400,
even kindled into admiration hy them. In sub.

—not the widow, but the cow.
“That ’ere short horn Darham isnota
because they have no. design now to be
charming, because they have given up th o | bad-loeking beast, but I don’t know "—another look at the widow.
attempt to please for the reaction of pie

ters-are at

was

small, poor looking house. In summer it
might have been quite cheerful, surrounded
by a flower-garden, and caressed by vines in the loving arms of angels.

gone, and the glaring snow _ revealed with
great distinctness the ' blackened* boards.
‘On ‘this stormy night, a thin column of blue
smoke arose from the chimney, showing
- that those within had at Jeast the comfort of a fire. The sobs of a child Were mingled with the wailing of the wind. Then a
Hlittle voice said :
Y,
Don't exy, Mina dear, the kind Father
) Wilko cre fbr.” ,

same circumstances! Theoretic comfort is
all very well, but one word of experience
goes beyond volumes of counsel based up-

erans, and above all is unjust
to its ancient

Spits

keeping for her. ~Poor:little Mina, tired out
with watching and weeping, soon fell asleep

—Bonar.

THE PRIN E OF PuLPIT ORATORS.

soon said on both sides, and the widow waited for what was further to be said.
“Well, Ma’am Jones; perhaps you Bor
want to sell one of your cows; nohow, noth-

Silver-haired Ladies..
3

her home to the warm fire which Mina

Sung to the praise of Him.
‘Who is at once its leader and its theme,
My Christ, my King, my God!

minute.

T

his mother, he thought, would need shim.
He was young and strong, and could help

Of the immortal throng;

time and a

will have wrought the

make themselves like old

He bringsto’ his r
aclear and discriminating intellect, a believing -

Diteraty Review,

they come

of his theme:
and thought.
chasten apd
he is ne

She did so, and on her next.
said, Tell me more about the | audacious and
startling,

tient and kind and loving, ‘and her friends
wonder at the change.—d4m. Mes.
:

“Well, there, Mr.
| have spoken my mind
females.
Everywhere.
and
from
all
time,
He overtook her some distance from the
woman like me, does not know what to do
| village, and, as he had expected, * she was an old woman has been used to express the with
so many creatures, and 1 should be
last
stage
of
‘usefulness
and
exhaustion;
quite exhausted. He lifted her’ into the]
glad
to
trade if we can fix it.”
sled, and covering her with the warm robes, and while a’ meeting of bearded dotards
So they adjourned to the meadow—Farmgoeg
by
the
name
of
council
of
sages,
and
|
urged the horses on; but the high drifts
er Smith lookedat the Roan—then at the
of snow continually blocked the road. Fi- its deliberations are respected accordingly, Downing cow,—then at the widow again—
nally he told her thatit was useless to at- a congregation of palsied matrons is noth- and so on over the whole forty. The same
tempt to reach home that night. Carl, he ing but a congregation of old women, call was made every day for a week, but
said, would be brave and cheer the heart of whose thoughts and opinions on any sub- Farmer Smith could not decide which cow
ject whatsoever, have no more value than
the little one.
he wanted. At length, on Saturday, when
the chatting of so many magpies.
‘He will know that you are safe, and
Widow Jones was in a hurry to get through
The
fact.is,
the
poor
old
ladies
have
a
will return homie as soon as possible.”
| hard time of it; and if we look at itiin its with her baking for Sunday—and ever so.
Thus she was obliged tg. return to the
right light, perhaps, nothing proves more much to do in the house, as all farmers’
house of her hospitable friend.
the course flavor of the world’s esteem re- ‘wives and widows have lon Saturday—she
As night came on, the manly Carl, respecting women, than this disdain which was a little impatient. Farmer Smith was
membering that his mother was weak and
they excite when they are old. And yet, as irresolute as ever.
sick, started out to meet and bring her
*“ That Downing cow is a pretty fair creatwhat charming old ladies one has known at
home. Poor little wanderer! The blindtimes—women quite as charming in their ure—but "—he stopped and glanced at the
ing snow blew into his eyes, the’ piercing
widow's face, and then walked around hery{
wind chilled him through and through, but own way at seventy as their granddaughreach her home

Then, without echo, die,

The never ending, never jarring song

of 200. for every

THis no man could possibly do.”

¢¢ She will surely pedis ) if she syempls to

—

Resting to-day mid clouds and waters dark,

town.

invitation

said :

‘Who is my God.

,

not

ily, resumed her walk homeward.
By this time the roads were almost impassable. The snow was still falling, thick
and fast,and heavy drifts impeded her progress. Soon After: she left the house of her
friend, the father returned home in his sled,
and when told that , the poor woman had
been there and had started to walk home, he
immediately set outto overtake her; for he

.

And I a drifting cloud,
Or acloud’s broken shadow on the wave,

B.

kind

must

She, hdweyer,

and after eating luncheon with the kind fam-

Life is the niountain lake,

In the great

her . she

think of returning that day.

To be with Him I love,
My God, my God.

\

than

was quite exhausted and benurmbed with the
cold. Weak and faint, she started on--her

Alighting in my untried flight
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to the ry
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Harper & Brothers, * 1871. 12mo. pp. 867.
a.thousand dollars, and take you to Niaga- chignons and the new bonnets.
tempest ofter loses more than half its life and
The work of issuing this revised edition of
ra and the White Mountains the next sumBut providence is liberal, and iiiliness power when put into a volume. ' The types vain. Barnes's Notes, 80 ‘that they may be even more
ly
struggle
to
equal
the
tongue.
The
printed
mer. Come, use your pencil again, and see are fertile in resources. In fact, in this as
meritorious than any previous edition has been,
how fara year will carry you toward the in all other séctions of humanity, there are page can not reproduce the glow that light goes on steadily. The volume on Romans shows
the face of the rapt preacher.
The perbillion, allowing that you work three hun- those who make the best of things as they ed
sonal ‘magnetism is largely lost when a book the results of the same care in the literary and
dred and sixty-five days, and twenty-four are, and those who -make, | the worst by takes the place of the man. * You can not print the mechanical departments as its predecessors.
hours each day. Multiply 288,000, counted treating them as something ‘that are not; the thunder and lightning,” was Whitefield’s The work of revision-has been so done as to add
in a day, by 365, and. what result have those who extract honey and these who find reply to a plea for the publication of one of his 4 h materially to the value of work, and the letter
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to
impress.
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¢ The Illustrated Library of Wonders? which
tmatter how perfectly the speech of a strong
additions—for a small mistake where the
is House is issuing, is the fruit.of a very. hap: Widow J ones’ Cow.
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py undertaking, and the collection of volumes is
figures are so many, will make a great
thing is almost sure to be missed when we come
one of dénusual interest and value. They most
difference in the result. I will look over
Widower Smith's wagon stopped one to the dead body for the inspiration which we
with you. You have made a calculation, morning before Widow Jones; and he gave’ found in the presence of the living actor, This admirab'y -combine entertainment and instruetion, and they are covering a wide field of study.
and whatis the result ?”
the usual signal that he
ted somebody 18. preeminently true of Whitefield; it is even They can hardly
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of readers
‘efaphatically
true
of
M’Clintock,
and
to
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in‘Perfectly amazing. To. counta million in the house, by dropping his\Wbows on his"
among intelligent youth, and intelligent adults
réonsiderable extent is it true of Wesley.
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lively asa | But it is richly worth the while to study these willbe hardly less interested. This latest contribution supplies a large amount of curious and
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take

however,
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needful provisions made her continue “her
course.
When she reached the shop, she

little bird that came from far,

And I the Sag

worse,

days.”
let us
tongue
you can
How
?”

“Give me a whole year, and I will

to her in their froubles,

| héalthy existence

“And how many in twenty-four hours
“Only 288,000.”
“This tellsyou that two days are not
enough, even if you count without eatingor
sleeping ; for it would only ‘ give you 576,
000, which is far short of a billion.”

would

must

How can she tell others, when

“Why, only 12,000.”

she had imagined, and more than once she
determined to return, but thoughts of her

My mother-land a fairer, calmer clime,
‘Whose olive groves no storm has ever stirred,

_ Torealms of truer light,

daging, yet she

The storm was far

- Life is the wind-snapped boug! iy
AndTa little bird;
Beyond the evening star;

her "darlings

—_

good Saviour,” It was not long before she
found Jesus, that dear friend of the lonely
and sorrowful. Now, she has become pa-

it is the best haif that has been denied her, |

millions as

if you do nothing else but count ?”

this work to the
shop that day, or else receive no pay.
The driftin® snow made walking difficult,
but shé hastened on, in order that she might
return before the roads were impassable.

.

She must have been .wife,

However wise and good she maybe as §
A -spinister, she has only had half a life; and

‘| there are, units irra million.”
‘Now, my son, this is a very large number, gnd do you think you can count-it ?”
“Certainly I can.”
|
‘How long do you think it will take you,

That morning she started for the ao)
with an article she had just - finished. The
snow lay deep on the ground and the

Of the still night-air come ‘I forth to view ;
‘But with the reddening morn,

‘mere idealist.

have had the fountains of life unfealed:

“Perhaps all day, or easily in two
* “Take your slate and pencil, and
make a little calculation. As your
is very nimble, I will allow that
count two hundred if a minute.
many will this give you in an hour

Serato

teach her.”
visit, Rachel

She had been: no prude, however, and no

says in his great dictionary. ~ Here itis,

cease to come,

Life is the child’s frail wreath,
And I a drop of dew
In the breath
Upon its fading beauty.

A

left

stop sewing, for then the daily food

Liferand 1.
el

He.
the
the

closely read, and kept clean in all its pages.

one

mother and widow ; that is, she must have
many. make a bill known ‘many things of joy and grief, and

million of millions: as many

early that morning, that she would not see
them before night. Being a poor widow,
she'was obligedto sew to support the two,
who were dependent upon her. She was a
delicate woman, and her never ceasing labor was wearing her down. = She cquld not

Long time the balance even stood

his black-eyed son
.

“Not exactly ; but I will see what Webster

she

hook above him, and took down a well-worn
coat that had a home-made look about it.
Then he tied an old fur cap closely about
his
, drew on a pair of clumsy mittens,
and kissing Mina good-by, stepped out into
the dreary snow-—this little one, in search
of his missing mother, Little did their

The one in her silken veil of lace,
And thé one in her woolsey gown.

Count a2 ‘Billion?

si

sance in token of respect; the ‘woman’ saw that she did not understand much, and
whose book of life hasbeen well studied, she said to herself, “I will ask Jesusto

“Can you count a billion
“Certainly, papa; that's no great feat.”

made the child smil® as she said:
O Carl! do go quickly and find mother.

Young Ronsalee had a handsome face,
And his great beard made him brown;
two little ladies in girlish grace,
:

You

*Do you know. how
vise}: ion

Her implicit confidence. in her

And two little |indies sat on his knee,”
With their two little heads so bright ;
,
And so they sailed and sailed—all three—
On the golden coast of the night.
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Said a father to
evening:

« Would little Mina fear. to stay quite
alone if Carl should go out irito the night fo
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ey kept their eyelids down—
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dead.
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tame

Shellabarger

and

hold of them, scratch thetn on the back, and play
with them in various ways.
Their home was in
an amphitheater a hundred feet in diameter,
hollowed out of the solid rock by the sea.
They furnish the proprietor an ample supply of

explanation.

Messrs.

bill

was received

and

recommitted.

and

The

Senate,

having

finished

all

its

. business, did nothing except to referto the prop-

er committees all the bills and

table.

petitions on the

The House on coming together received

the report pf

the

conference

committee

on

the

~Ku-Klux-bill and proceeded to its qomsideration.
Mr. Poland presented

the

report. * Further

marks were made by Messrs.

Garfield in favor.

re-

Shellabarger¥ and

Messrs. Beck ind Witthorne

against the substitute ‘for Mr. Sherman’s “amend:
ment.

The report was accepted by a strict party

vote, 93 to 74.

The

bill was

President, who was in his room

then sent to the

at the Capitol,

and it wassigned at once.
A motion to gwear in
Mr. Foster, member-eleet from Michigan, was

rejected, he havihgno credentials to present.

A

“resolution was passed asserting the power of the

‘House to withhold appropriations
treaties requiring appropriations.

to carry out

Seven

men were found

murdered by the

Ku-

Virginia Wednesday.

' “Phe Nebraska State lunatic asylum was burned
on Sunday night.

Loss, one life and $150,000.

Mrs. Pauline Coran, a weglthy lady of Brook1yn, was burned to death on

Monday

night by

her clothes taking fire while Tighting the gas.
Three murderers and six other prisoners eseaped from the Nebraska

penitentiary

“recent fire. -A reward of $5

during

a

is offered for

their arrest.
Theére are ‘no hopes yet of work in the coal
regions.
umpire has decided in favor of the
operators in the interference
tion.

and

Only a rough’ board, with
thereon,

marks

‘the

centrol

ques-

hig name fuseribed

grave

of

‘Monthly contains an account of some

codfish which

permitted

a visitor
to take

food of unusually. €xcellent flavor aid easily obtained.
John Dimslow, in an article in the Scientific
American,

unfolds

the

fact of the large use of

artificial stone by the ancients.
an

article

He alludes to

Gendral Albert

Sydney Johnson, in the cemetery) har Austin,
Texas... .
I
M. Debelloret, who ever a year

have

in modérntimes.

He claims al

best artificial diamonds

are

-

phire, topaz, amethyst and crystal, and
tifal prismatic effect is produced.

Chegper ones

are made of white sand washed with hydrochlo=

rie acid, and then with water and minium, calcined soda and borax, and oxide of arsenic.

All

the other precious stones are also imitated with
great success.
The timber of Puget Sound ‘according to Mr,

Sathuel

Wilkeson,

writing’ in thy Ghristian

Union,

dwarfs the forest on’ th

er side of

tute. one-half the dense growth

jof Oregon and

Washington

lumber for

Territory,

and furnish

shipbuilding of extraordinary
size and clearness.
The yellow cedar, which is also ibundant, has a

denser fiberthan any known

r, and will last

an indefinite length of time,

ere are native

habitations,to “some of which is attributed great
a
and four. feet:

beams one hun
dismete:

d feet in le

been raiged by,

savage skill to a hight of nine feet
ground. Puget Sound igen
Jed ‘wi
dense

and

rotate

or

w.th

Amnesty is defeated, for this

The British, French, Spanish, DutcH,

and Sardinian navies are supplied with their best

The foliage isso thick

OT

severe

storm

over

Leavenworth,

Leavenworth wis unvoofed..
A kerosene oil train on the Erie Railway was
burned on Monday of last week; also a railway
station at Ridgewood on the same road, a forest

in New Jersey on Saturday, causing a loss of
$200,000, several stores in Sodus, N. Y,, on Mona

ladie#’ seminary

in

North

Granville, loss $25,000; Pier. 44,
loss $40,0005 yoka hotel in Gal

North River,
3 Tllinois.
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Agricultural Seeds.
There is/ scarcely anything connected with hus-

HOUSE

Flax

| degenerate

when sown for a number of years

the same locality, partly

in

because

the ‘repetition

effect

of unfavorable

insects of the
seasons. - For

all

cultivated

crops,

4

wet bran

provement
might be
largest and
propagate

repeatedly

Itis

given, has

also a certain

LAMENESS IN Hogs. = Lameness in hogs is
caused sometimes by the large pores in the
back part of the legs getting clogged. They are

im-

the result.

In the

lukewarm water, usifig a stiff brush and rubbing

long interval

hard till the pores open; and when the pores are
washed open, the lameness will leave.
{
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and also spring wheat, oats, barley, clover, timo-
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for some time inv
:
prac- ‘| tincture of iodine, one and one-half pounds of
on of putting in gr 08
with mutton. tallow. Mix all well together. Wash
crop. True, we often see |
mead- the foot clean with eastile soap and soft water,
of! seed sown
f
With oats or whe:
and apply the ointment after the foot becomes
e grass crop of] sufficient importance to dry. Once a day will be sufficient hs
the
putting it in as apus by itself,
: ointment,
»
subjecting it to, a season of
shadowed growth? Farmers who p

10 @.. 16
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Successful cures of poisonous snake bites, by
and gained time,
injecting aminonia into the' veins are reported.
After the subject of latitude and adaptation’ ot
Another method is, to tie a tight ligature above soils, comes the question of particular uses, viz,»
, the wound, and then to suck it thoroughly.
1 for what kind of stock is the hay or pasture
A traveler in New Zealand being alarmed at tended? Good timothy hay is best: for: horses,
the entire absenee of water on his route, was while clover, rightly cured, and finer succulent
grasses, are more desirable for young cows and
directed by a native boy to dig for frogs which
he found, by tracing, them from the dried beds young stock. "All thisis so readily understood
of the ponds, in balls of clay eight inches in di- that we need not enlarge upon it, since we often
ameter. These balls contain each more than a hear of sheep firms, dairy farms, stock farms,
half-pint of clear cold water. He ate the frogs ete., which recognize the principle of adaptation,
and drank the water, and at the same time set- of whieh we have been speaking.
tled what hss been a very. curious qeestion,
where all the. frogs came from in that region
Light Carriages. .
when the dry season is over.
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nas far back in the mouth as possible.

water, and the horse carefully dried and blan-

Grasses dn.
Wo

table-spoon-

ty-four hours it should be washed off with warm

4

—

A large

mixture of soft soap and ointment, and in twen-

siti

a

HORSES.

Feed carefully and exercise gently every day.
Repeat the dose every other day for several days,
‘MANGE IN HORsgs. All the mangy parts of
the horse’s body should be rubbed with an equal

most troublesome weeds are sometimesto be
found in clover and timothy. Farmers should
be very.careful lest they pay,a high price for the
seeds of weeds when buying agricultural seeds.—

Gi

IN

ful of pulverized alum and a tea-spoouful pulverized saltpeter mixed. Moisten the dose and administgr
it by pulling out the tongue and placing

An immense quantity ofthe seeds of the

Vari

This,

in the actual produce of the cereals
effected if farmers would ‘select the a little above the knuckles in the back part of
best-filled ears at harvest time, and
the legs. — Wash the same legs with soap and
from them until plenty of excellent

seed would be

‘seed.

oats.

knownto fail.

cure for a cough.

between harvest and spring, farmers have nore
opportunities of procuring the best seed eorn

often

or

never been

frequent

A great

heat

THROAT DISTEMPER IN HORSES. Take a devi’s bit, or wild tudrnip; if green, grate a small |
one fine; if dry, a heaped spoonful ; mix it with

change of seed is necessary, and that of the best
quality should always be selected.
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growth of Pine and Hard

lieves the tension of the swollen part. Where
‘there is not much swelling, apply to the palate a solution of alum,—a teaspoonful to half a
pint of water.

yet found no

admiration of German methods underwent a
change when he found one of his own wheels

mostly
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two-thirds of which has been cultivated, and

until the lard is melted. Administer warm. This
will in most cases effect a cure in a short time.
LAMPASS IN HORSES. Cblts affected with the
lampass may have the palate lanced, which re-

pe willing to accept it.

~The “highest balloon ascension is ‘said to be

Mich, and

Said farm contains
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GORDON,

locpted in
-

110 ACRES

the horse
turnips,

and milk in a tin dish, set on the stove

FOREIGN: |
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potatoes,

D.

edt ita.
4" 99
|

00 @ 7 50
hNeTN

about five miles from the R
Station, and 11-2
miles from New Hampton Tastitugion and chureh, is

lard nielted in a pint of new milk. Put the lard

to get a strong held.—Am. Ag.

The Hon. N. P. Chipman was elected delegate
to Congress from the District of Columbia, Thurs-

wi

roots—carrots,
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toe. .29 00 gio 00
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FLOUR AND MEAL.
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. D. GORDON,

‘that “of Guy-Lussac in 1804. He attained a hight
of 23,000 feet, or 2000 feet higher than the top of as heavy.-as would be essential were manufac
Chimborazo. The barometer ‘was only thirteen | turers to make each piece of the strongest form.
-inehes high; the thermometer eighteen degrees But, as most of our wheeled vehicles are used
day, by 4087 miijority.
below freezing point. The results was very in- with stupid and needless severity, it seems imThe democratic {mdictment of the republisi jurious to the aeronaut’s health, principally from | portant toumake every part nearly twice as heavy
party, -of the present Congress and the adminis- the absence of the accustomed pressure of the at- as wold, really be essétial for careful usage.
tration, was issued Thursday in the form of an .mosphere.
His fuce and neck were swollen
A correnpondent, writisig from ‘California,
depeople of the United States hy enormously, and the blood flowed freely from seribes a new style of carriages employed in San
address he
eyelids, nose, ears, and lungs,
the,
Francisco,
the peculiarity of which,he states, con"Two more murders why, “the
mn i Pa-TE The, agrrespondent of a London’ paper tells a ‘sists in the sibstitution of wood for steel #prings,
and k combination of the leather thorongh-brace
op
*
“good Bory in illustration of the far-seeing system
cific condt ate reported.
“prin¢iple. There is also-u spring stecl axle run1
of
German
military
operations.
A
baggage
wage
oF General ‘William H. Lawrbhioos Yas Psion
on broke nu wheel as it was trundling through 4 ‘ning under ‘the bed, rendering the wagtn elastic,
agent at New York, proves'tato be a defuyiter to little :¥ rench village, and the correspondent not- “eXtremely light and durable, The weight these
‘Tie mount of $60,000 at least.
ed, with high admiration of the thorough pro- wagons will carry in proportion to their own is
vision made for such emergencies, that the driv- perfectly astonistiing. ‘We were shown a trotter,
ér went into a house, came back with a wheel, weighing but 115 1hs., that is warranted jo carry
‘Sovoml Lutheran inhabitants of the provities and was on the road again in fen’ minutes. A" man Ww
g 170 pounds ‘with a
ety
"af Livonls, having petitioned to be annexed to | After dinner he wentto the stable te look after weighing’ 150 Abs, W ill carry two ordinary men;
to leave Russia, |. his vehicle for proceeding on his way, and his: ofie weighing 2560 Ibs.” will carry 800 Ibs. Mr.
* Tr, have been ordered

of May,

IN HORSES.

anything that has a relaxing tendency.

in Shefield, England,

thirty-one

about one million pens.

at ly

tle work of the Missouri River bridge was blown
down, and the "qu
a depot at Fort

also,

Se cman
iundred and

pleted

passed

200 feet high, and of such

and

|

ong
5

on the road leading from the yilag

getable growth indicates a climate of long - they gain one seasodin getting their fiel
We think otherwise ; besides, if a field is to be
and abundant moisture.

Such

an

Kansas, on Tuesday night, doing considerable
damage. One hundred and fifty feet of the tres-

day night;

inches at the first i,

another

not to take up the bill:
A

hight” 270, 42 inches diameter at the base,22
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fences. jj reed boiled is goods Feed bran also, and keep
and out-buildings, are convenient, and with little exSouthern yell . 90 @ . 91
We were
recently in a pasture that had been
pense could be Pi in excellent repair.
Western mx’d. 86 @ . 88
him well groomed for grain.
This
property
will
be
sold
one
very
reasonable
|
wp
est'nl 50 @ 1 80
under this [treatment for several years.
The
terms.
For
Palticulats
apply
to
RYO sevss 110120
. BRUISES OR SORES ON A HORSE.
Boil smart
bushes were
nearly extinct, and the grass w
weed in chamber-lyé; after boiling, put in a litgreen and
yigorous, even in December,
The
itle soft soap.
Wash While warm, two or three
Iz
New Hampton, N. H.
Shorts¥ ton 31 00 432 00
torch had proved a worthy rival of the plow, as |:
times a day. If the weather be cold, dry with a
an implement of cultivation. The true policy in
hot brick or cover with cloth.
ings 0 4
managing these rough pastures is a little labor
CosTIVENESS IN. HOGS. Give half a pint of |
applied pergistently every year, leaving the bush-

/done.

ed, while from 100,000 to 120,000 feet is the

mon run.

Pre

voted, 20 to 16,

over fifty acres in «day,

The Ohio Farmer does not fivor the. plan of
fowing grass seed with small grain, as is often

large to be profitable
for the sawmill
yielding less than 30,000 feetto the acre is reje

republican A wk

session

the republican Senators having

plenty

fit from damaging trees or

a

trees an average of 80 to the acre for 3,000 acres.

urdered by the Fu-Kiux and
ostto death,
:

‘is inexpensive, _ In’ favorable, “weather

fn m the EX
4

.

for Stock.

Take one part sulphur

SWELLED LEGS

thy, etc. The proeuring of seed ‘is too often
hight and 25 feet around at 12
fromthe “deferred until the hurry of spring work leaves
ground, which render in cutting|150
lineal feet no time for making a proper selection. The
of clear solid wood below the branches. Yellow cleaning of seed is another matter which reand red firs, of magnificent pro
ons, consti- quires
greatest attention, Clean land 'is

Letters from the surveying party of the: Atlantie‘'snd Pacific Railroad in the Indian country

has
beaten

an, annual b ning, Rig of the on leaves
and twigs that start will be cropped by the animals, and the growth will be «diminished. The

imposing

| and tall as well as slender. The figures reported
by a prospecting party in a certain berth were

Another prominent South Carolina
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parts hog’s lard; melt the lard; stirring in the
sulphur while hot. ‘When cool, use it as a salve
on the cattle twice a week; ribbing it. thoroughly on the parts affected.

paste ‘preparéd by grinding into ‘a powider sap-

in many places that trees will grow very straight

accompanied the party.

to intermit for a single

.

gis ip

The following prescriptions are found in many
agricultural journals, and are recommended as
effective :

owing to the Svant of perse-

:

47 Temple Place, Boston

aot ——

of a

one bit of the paste upon-another, so that a beau.
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FOR SPRING TRADE.
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than the

:
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growth of the grass. 1 The clumps of brush will
grow“ small
hy ldegrees ands beautifully. less”
until grass has
fill possersiot, "The occasion of

would burn

Sel

of this’ @etiatous fruit-for the whole season’s use.

second season, but with diminished vigor, The
ashes from the annual burning will:stimulate the

and keep th

effectually

If families could

Rico...... 50

‘lonve,VEal

, Brown 2) &..
rint Cloths .. 6§ &@..

;

LOWEST :

and

children are too frequently stuffed, there - would
be a diminution in the sum total of doctor's
bills in a sitigle year, sufficient to lay in a stock

ground. . The, roots will start again the’

one man

more

Saal

aig: i Te

Hoavy 44

’

a

NOW OPENING

induced to substitute apples,—~sound and ripe,~
for pies, cakes and sweetmeats, with which their

very dry by spring, and if a dry. spell is chosen
to firg them, the burning leaves and grass will
make a fire hot enough to consume most of the
new growth, and deaden the whole of it. down.

burning

conditions

most approved medicines.

| bandry of more importance than procuring the
best seed pf every kind of crop. The cereals
under-| |

pointed first secretary of the French]
has arrived in Washington. Hehas
be
ing as private in the French army.

make no mention of attacks by Indiahs, recently
reported. An escort of United States. “$roops

offfeirile

i

ES

afi

ing constipation, correcting acidities, and cooling

tha

the ancients, especially the Egyptians,
stood building, paving, and sewering better than
we do.

The

shoots

will spring up.the fi
genson,, a
anake a
growth of two or three fect. The leaves will fall
and cover the earth, ‘This covering will become

tian storie pavements made of artificial
(stone
come nearer. to the thing wanted, than tof

we

seed

on Pavements in that paper, to which

‘spars from this region.

;

spots grass

butter, without flesh of any kind, it has an admirable effect on the general system, often remov-

the brush already has possession, it must be cut

not do

Porto

v DOMESTICS.
Sheeti

dois
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If eaten

bread

At

ALL GRADES

The most healthfidl dessert that can
coarse

IL

f

‘economical investment in the whole range of culinaries. A raw, mellow apple is digested in an
hour and a half while boiled cabbages require

with

of Parchusers is called to
A
eur

!

Cd ) ti 3

Full and: Choice Assortment of | peismss LEH

than the apple, Why every farmer has not an
orchard, where the trees will grow at all, is one
of the mysteries. Let every housekeeper lay in’

frequently at breakfast,

we have made reference in these items.
He
claims that the old Roman, Pompeian and Egyp-

the Rocky Mountains into brush:
Trees areto
be found everywhere in that region 250 feet in

MISCELLANEOUS.
Kluxin

Harper’s

food

more widely useful and more universally liked

be placed on the table is a baked apple.

Mid to

The attention
!
N

|

:

TS

ler made anéther vain attempt to make

o'clock.

a

There is, how-

ever, evidence of the existence of many lodal glpciers at different pomts.

.

————

Of course where

to the southern movements and progress

southern sides of the mountains.

A

The Western Rural says:
"There is scarcely an article of vege able

best method on most pastiires.

iA

Ee

a

(7 Sow

Java
Bb.....
gt Domingo... I1

.

work is not yet in the market:
Annual burning
with sged sowing is probably the cheapest and

of the morthern ice-fields, the “drift” having the
same general characteristics on the northern and

But-

On Thursday, the first session of the FortySecond Congress was adjourned sine die at’ two

$

Use blank-

and the like to smother the

Mr.

agreed to. The House took several recesses, but
failing to recéive the Ku-Klux bill from the con* Yérence committee adjourned.

LS nhhp

fi@ating on the water.
clothes,

concerning pensions were introduced.

report.on the deficiency bill was made again

Gt

woolen

aesasess 6 i

Clayed..

Fr

COTTON. ou
Ordinary...

five hours.

to the

Ficto

4
”,

Some

should be sown in the spring.: Y

Mi

"COAL.

Canal. ..sy.16 00 aio

stable in San Francisco has-oue of |

Appl for Food.

thing for cutting

‘On the burned

BPOrm..,seesves

MOLABSES,

Cuba,

rsedknarens

sweet ferns, whortleberrief, and briers that infest smooth pastures. But
the machine to do this

to begin with.

'

e

RR

on the deficiency bill, A resolution and a bill

After further debate on the Ku-Klux bill the
conference report was rejected, 74 to 106. The

iL

kerosene

ets,

!

strong as a Buckeye, that would - take-off’ a_half- a good supply of apples, and it will be the most
.be just the

_ CANDLES."
Moulds... Wl

SBE

appointed -a new . conference ‘committee

deficiency

SRE

the

stacle

commit-

Kerr made respectively majority and minority
reports from the conference committee on the
Ku-Klux bill. During the discussion en this subject the report of the conference committee on the

LL

of kerosene fires do n’t try to extinbi water.
That will spread the fire,

Professor Agassi®states that during the ge
cial period, the White Mountains offered no ob-

Mr.

te¢ on the Ku-Klux bill a substitute for Mr. Sher,’ man’s smendment. ’ After further debate the report:was concurred in by a party vote,. The

sonal

SEH

taken the
re-enforce-

.

i

fields are so rocky and wet that it. would costa
hundred dollars an acre to clear and drain them,’
while adjacent land all gleared is not/worth forty
dollars an acre. That will not pay yet. We’
have thought of a mowing machine for cutting
brush, and if we had one ghout three times as
inch stub, it would

Bostox’ WHOLESALE. FRC.
For the week ending, APRIL 10, 1871,

Euksuruy
© rad
i

in vain

Edmunds reported from the conf rence

to“have

but .wants

flames.

Mr. Cole to make a Speech in favor of the annex-

bill.

«laims
lost,

:

and kept under by plowing of 'by habitual cutting; but in many cases the plowing
is, impracti-

dollars for four dollars’ worth of pasture.

IC

CEERES
ssesas: sssse
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In cases
guish them

agreed to, and the Senate insisted on its ‘amendments tothe Ku-Kiux bill and appointed a new
committee of : conference. The Senate allowed
ammesty

nity. . Dombrouski
position which he

Paragraphs.

On Wednesday, in the Senate, the report of the
conference committee on the deficiency bill was

Mr. Trumbull

begun a vigorous policy of confiscation. It is
rumored that the government has made arrangements to pay the overdue installment of the idem-

“It is rumored that the Versailles government
has paid the first enstallment of the war indemnity.
M.’ Picard expresses his willingness to’
agree to a truce for the purpoge of burying the
dead.
r

morning hour. The Speaker appointed the specigl | committees om outrages in the southern
States and on the Mississippi levees.

the

where it has been very ‘effective. Another insurrection 8f the Reds in Bordesux has. been
Bummarily suppressed.” The communists lave

ments, which are not forth coming.

a personal explanation.
Mr. Bell's resolution on
the subject of taxation ‘was debated during the

attempted to take:

Tlie only dam-

|

.

they are neglected,
In three or four yearsit |principle
on a large as wellas on a small seale. |

cable, and the apnual cutting costs more than the
grass is worth.
We can not afford to pay five

7

1

re-

The House refused leave to Mr, Butler to make

Eo

f justice of the supreme court.

age dohe by the communist firing 1s at Puteaux,

in
of

ordered.

ation of San’ Domingo,

of

have

fl

FEU.

jected—26 to 26—and a new committee

and unique affair, showing the application of the

_ The cannonade from Fort Valerien continued
all day Wednestlay,and the Arc de Triomphe has
been completely demolished. The concentration

made

16~and the report on the deficiency bill was:

year, and gaining in power to grow, the longer

roots out the grass, and in twenty years makes a Every livery
forest. ‘We all know that brush can be subdued

"

g

Fenton

i

CARPETS

ir

as Tejado is ch

ning for a year or'more, in San Francisco,we are

'| brush Brows Be gt, extending
the roots every

‘been impeached and will doubtless be convicted,

New York, and said he knewaothing of it until
he saw the report in the newspapers, © Mr.
-Edmunds reported from the conference committee
on the Ku-Klux bill, and Mr. Cole, on’ the defi-’
siency bill. After some debate the conference
report on the Ku-Klux bill was adopted—32 to

RN

members
Romero,

is

§

ER.

a personal explanation denying that he was
any way privy to the treason of Mr. Winans

|

Four

them" Senor

of troops at Versailles continues.

therewith,
On Tuesday, in the Senate, Mr.

‘House

are improving.

the cabinet, among

N EW

weighing but 826

Ibs; and there are several that have been runs
climax of all, however, is a nine-seated park
phaeton, or drag, for four-in-hand, a very stylish

chances tor a re-election as President

of Mexico

joint commission of the claims of American citizens for damages for imprisonment in England.
A resolution was passed requesting the President
to organize a commission of five officers to: con* sider the propriety of removing. the Brooklyn
navy yard and several questions connected

up

f. Juarez’s

grows well, but

om—

.

Steew17

the deficiency bill. Mr. Butler offered a resolution
which went over, ordering the submission to the

iin

A

HII,

WL 53

of free schools: — Mr: Blair objected and-——it-—-waswithdrawn. In the House, Mr. Dawes was appointed chairman of the conference comnnttee on
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The Markets.

No. 65 CHATHAM BST., BOSTON,
AND FOR SALE BY ALL FIRST-CLASS GROCERS.

a system

maintain

ay

rem
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There are-also dou-

persons,

informed, weighing but 275 Ibs. each. The grand

he

pre

a

1871.

DAVIS,

Constitu-

every
¢
State to

fou

Ack
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CURTIS

d an amendment of the
tion requiring

of Paris,
It is sald that when Blemark proposed armed
intervention in the Paris trotible, ’Thiers threat
enedthe instant dissolution of the “government
L
~in caseof any such action on his part.

Brmish in Pastures.
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| Unequalled for all Family Purposes.| ©

Mr. |

His wagon weighs 148 Ibs.
-| ble=wagons,

n

0

r Cole of the latter,

Jvagon with him, Mr, Price’s weight is over 200.
‘bss, to say nothing of the weight of a companion

go
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The peice conference at Brussels is “still? engaged in the discussion of the guestion of the
A
—
frontier of France and Germany.
The progress
ac NG RESSION AL.
} in the settlement of the, financial question is also
very slow.
On Monday, in the Senate, conference commitThe compune is reported to ‘have in its pt
tees were ordered on the K Klux and deficien38,000,000 francs cash, whie Mie
i
bil, Senator Edmunds bejng chairman ot the
band
a
the Bank of Bianop for u
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Awarded the Highest Prize at the Mechanics’ Fair, Boston, 1869
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